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Ninth Annual Rural 
Demonstration Comes 
To Conclusion Today 
Ai»i>roxiiii»tcly Seventy - Five 
Itiirnl Educators Attend 
Various Sessions 
Band Soloist 
With approximately seventy-five rur­
al educators in attendance on the 
first day, the ninth annual Rural 
Demonstration of the College and its 
affiliated schools will be concluded 
this afternoon, after sessions which 
began yesterday morning. The de­
partment of education sponsors this 
' project yearly. 
County superintendents, rural su­
pervisors. normal training department 
„ instructors, and rural students are 
present at the sessions, which consist 
chiefly of demonstrations at the af-
. filiated schools. Yesterday morning, 
the visitors were divided into two 
groups and viewed regular school work 
at Sunnyside, Koester, and Clearview. 
Prom 3 to 4 p. m. a panel discussion 
was held at Clearview, on the subject 
"Formality versus Informality in the 
Classroom." Miss Comeliussen. rural 
supervisor, was chairman. 
Last night in Comstock Hall, the 
annual banquet was held, with Miss 
Bieri in charge of arrangements. A 
number of short talks were given by 
various educators. This morning the 
groups left the Campus to visit the 
following schools: Grover, Gunderson, 
Riverside, and Oak Mound. 
This afternoon at 3:30 the visitors 
will assemble at Oak Mound to con­
tinue the discussions. 
Lambda Phi Sigma 
Elects New Members 
I Mayville College Head 
To Speak At Cap And 
Gown Day Wednesday 
"Teacher And New Social Or­
der" Is Subject Of Address 
By Main Speaker 
®-
e>-
To Play Tonight 
Webster Rowan, who will play a 
euphonium solo, "Carnival of Venice," 
by Clark, as the feature soloist on the 
program of the Concert Band, which 
will be presented Sunday evening at 
8:15 o'alock in Weld Hall. 
Chapel Address Given 
By Mrs. Oscar Kjorlie 
'•What A Community Experts 
Of A Teacher" Is Subject 
Of M. S. T. C. Graduate 
C. C. Swain, president of the State 
Teachers College at Mayville, North 
Dakota, is scheduled to give the main 
address of the Cap and Gown Day 
services next Wednesday, May 9, at 
the regular Chapel period in the Weld 
Hall Auditorium. 
Mr. Swain will speak on the subject 
"The Teacher and the New Social Or­
der," and will develop his address along 
the lines of what society of tomorrow 
will demand from the individual and 
therefore from the public schools. 
Program 
Following the processional, which 
opens the program, James Tye will 
read the Scriptural passage. A vocal 
solo by Florence Williams, Johnson's 
June, is the next number. A short 
talk, "Impressions," will be given by 
James Tye, followed by the main ad­
dress of the program by Mr. Swain. 
The second musical number of the 
services is to be a trumpet duet by 
Jules Herman and Reynold Christen -
sen. "Coronation March," by Meyer­
beer, has been chosen for the reces­
sional, which will be played by Adele 
Jensen. 
Initiation Services And Dinner Will Be 
Held On May 15 
At the final meeting of Lambda Phi 
Sigma this year, held last Tuesday 
evening, eleven new members were 
elected. The list includes: Martha 
Atkinson, Moorhead; Etta Cauthers, 
Moorhead; Clara Gronlund, Fargo; 
Grace Henderson, Roseau; Clara Jor-
genson, Erskine; Margaret Loff, Bat­
tle Lake; Veronica McCarty, Fargo; 
Ruth Olson, Dalton; Signe Olson, Far­
go; Vincent Schneider, Davenport, N. 
D.; and Florence Williams, Fargo. 
Tentative plans are being made for 
the initiation and dinner Tuesday, 
May 15, in Ingleside and Comstock 
Hall dining room. The committees in 
• charge are: banquet—Ann MacDonald, 
chairman, Helen Friese, and Mary 
Beaty; ceremonial room—Doris John­
son, chairman. Myrtle Nelson, and 
Nyal Dokken; program—Anna Hood, 
chairman, Ella Aune, and Antoinette 
Henderson. 
A social time was enjoyed by the 
members Tuesday. The refreshment 
committee included Maynard Tvedt, 
chairman, Oliver Asp, Gordon Hanson. 
William Peterson, Ann MacDonald, El­
la Aune, and Eleanor Laing. 
Primary Head Speaks To 
Education Class Friday 
Miss Rainey, head of the primary 
department, a graduate of the Oswe­
go Normal School at Oswego, New 
York, and an instructor there for 
eight and one-half years, spoke to Mr. 
Christensen's History of Education 
class on Friday, April 27. The class 
at present is studying about the Oswe­
go Normal School. 
She told about interesting points 
in student life, and of visits to Shel­
don Place, home of Dr. Sheldon, who 
was then president. The Oswego 
school placed much emphasis on meth­
ods or technique; it also was among 
the first to develop manual training. 
A. A. U. P. Will  Hold Final 
Meeting of Year On May 9 
The American Association of Uni­
versity Professors will hold their fi-
-nal meeting of the year on Wednesday, 
May 9. 
Mr. Green will speak on the "Indi­
an Reservation Systems of the Dako-
tas." Mr. Weltzin will talk upon the 
subject "Graduate Study by Degree 
Students of the Moorhead State Teach­
ers College." 
Speaking on "What A Community 
Expects of A Teacher," Mrs. Oscar 
Kjorlie, president of the board of edu­
cation in the Fargo schools, appeared 
in Chapel Wednesday, May 2. Mrs. 
Kjorlie, a graduate of the College, is 
the first woman to serve as a presi­
dent of the Fargo board of educa­
tion. 
"It is hard to tell exactly what a 
community desires of a teacher, but 
there are general traits which are ne­
cessary," Mrs. Kjorlie said. She then 
went on to say that service to the 
community is necessary and desirable 
in all fields of endeavor. A good 
teacher must be loyal, understanding, 
sincere, possess good health, personal­
ity, and honesty. 
She must avoid talking too much; 
she should treat children with dignity 
and respect, keeping account of their 
development. In all, she must be a 
builder, a moulder of life and char­
acter, she must be interested as they 
are today and hope to be tomorrow. 
In conclusion, Mrs. Kjorlie read the 
poem, "The Temple Builder," dedicat-' 
ing it to Miss Rainey, Miss Leonard, 
Miss Hayes, and Mr. Ballard, who were 
on the faculty when she was a stu­
dent at M. S. T. C. 
Praeceptor Staff Members 
Leave For St. Paul Sunday 
With all type set and plates com­
pleted for the 1934 Praeceptor, all is 
in readiness for the checking of this 
material by staff members, who will 
leave for St. Paul Sunday. Those to 
make the trip are Cecil Veitch, editor; 
Gordon Hanson, business manager; 
Signe Olson, 1935 Praeceptor editor-
elect, and Mr. Murray, faculty adviser 
of publications. 
*1* v v v v *!* -I* '!• •!• v v 
•J. CALENDAR OF EVENTS 4* 
•j* »!, 
V Tonight, 8:15—Music Festival, >[. 4« Euterpe & Girls' Glee Club -j. 
-J- Concert, Weld Hall. A 
-J- 2:00 p. m.—Meeting of the A 
•J* Board of Directors of Alum-
-J- ni Association. 
•!< Tomorrow, 3:00-4:00 —Pi Mu 4* 
•J* Phi Tea, Ingleside. A 
V 6:15—Pi Mu Phi Founders' »£• 
•J* Day Banquet, Gardner Ho-
tel, Fargo. A 
•J. 8:00—Owl Second Degree. .J. 
V 9:00—Alpha Epsilon Party. .J. 
•I- Sunday, May 6, 8:15 p. m.— 4-
»!- Music Festival, Band Con- .J. 
cert, Weld Hall. .T. 
*1- Wednesday, May 9 — Cap & .J. 
•J> Gown Day. •!. 
12:00—A.A.U.P. Luncheon. A 
4:30—Sunlite Social Hour, 
* Weld Hall. .J. 
*r 4:00-5:00—Jr.-Sr. Tea., Ing- 4* 
V leside. 
4. Thursday, May 10 —Pi Delta 4-
•J- Sigma Dinner, Hollyhock -J. 
•£• Room, 6:15 p. m. .J. 
-J- Friday, May 11—Rural Play * 
•I- Day. 4. 
•I* 9:00 p. m.—Sophomore Par- »]. 
-I- ty, Gymnasium. 
•i- Saturday, May 12—Pi Mu Phi 
•£• Party. j. 
•J* 4. 
'I' v v v *!* v *I* -I* •!••?• *!••!«•!* .j**!" .t**!" 
M. S. T. C. STUDENTS APPEAR 
ON PROGRAM AT GRANDIN 
Lawrence Norin, pianist, who will 
present a solo, "Hungarian Fantasy," 
by Liszt, at the second Musical Festi­
val program to be held this evening 
in Weld Hall, at 8:15 o'clock. 
Joint Concert Opens 
Tenth Music Festival 
Clioir, Orchestra, Soloists Give 
Well-Balanced Program To 
Open Festival 
• •!"!• v v v v -I- -!- -I- v *I-*!-*!* -!-v 
Several M. S. T. C. students partici­
pated in a program given at Grandin 
last Friday evening. Arnold Kittle-
son gave a talk on "Pan-Americanism." 
Elna and Borghild Headland and 
Jane Preston of the Training School 
sang, accompanied on the piano by 
Solveig Headland, B. E., '33. 
Received by a large and enthusiastic 
audience of students and townspeople, 
the Chapel Choir and the Concert 
Orchestra, both directed by Mr. Pres­
ton, opened the tenth annual Music 
Festival last evening in a concert in 
Weld Hall. 
Rising to new heights in tonal qual­
ities, especially in the opening group 
of selections, including the Negro 
spiritual. "Dig My Grave," by Bur­
leigh, the sonorous "Sea Hath Its 
Pearls," by Pinsuti, and the delight­
ful composition, "How Far Is It To 
Bethlehem," by Shaw, the Choir per­
formed as one huge musical instru­
ment. 
Lawrence Peterson with his tenor 
solo, "I Thought of You," by Klemm, 
received sustained applause, as did Joe 
Best's rendition of O'Hara's "I Have 
a Rendezvous With Death." 
The characteristic hilarious Russian 
folk song, "Spinning Top," gained a 
huge ovation as a pleasing contrast 
to "Listen to the Lamb," by Dett, and 
"Calm Be Thy Sleep," by Cain, which 
are not new in the Choir's repetoire, 
but which are ever pleasing to an 
appreciative audience. 
The Choir gave an especially good 
account of itself in the way it assist­
ed Mrs. Preston in singing Gounod's 
"Gallia." 
Opening their concert with Sibelius' 
powerful combination of moving 
strings and triumphant brasses, the 
College Orchestra added lustre to 
their previous performances Sn the 
magnificent "Finlandia." Turning to 
the contemporary American composer, 
Henry Hadley, for their second num­
ber, the Orchestra presented the stir­
ring "Entrance of Montezuma." 
Producing an excellent supplement 
to the piano soloist, Homer Huntoon, 
in a very fortunate interpretation of 
Rubinstein's "D Minor Concerto," the 
Orchestra fittingly closed their concert. 
THIS ISSUE 
Contains the 1934 Literary 
Supplement, edited by the Mu 
Gamma chapter of Sigma Tau 
Delta, national English fra­
ternity. Presenting short stor­
ies, poems, essays, and infor­
mal sketches of a varied na­
ture written by a number of 
students both in and out of 
the fraternity, it promises in­
teresting reading. 
Illustrations were contribut­
ed by Anna Hood, Dorothy 
Hoel, Rudolph Bergstrom, and 
lone Larson, through the co­
operation of Miss McCarten 
and the Art department. El­
aine Magnusson, president of 
the fraternity, is editor, Arnold 
Kittleson, managing editor, 
and Mr. Murray, adviser of the 
supplement. It is financed 
jointly by the Activity Fee 
committee, the fraternity, and 










* 4* * * 
Tribute To Be Paid Mozelle Weld HagenAt 
Pi Mu Phi Founder's Day Banquet Tomorrow 
Euterpe Singers, Glee 
Club To Present Music 
Program This Evening 
Music Festival Will Conclude 
Willi Program By Concert 
Band Sunday Night 
Opened last night with a combined * 
concert by the Chapel Choir and Con­
cert Orchestra, the tenth annual Mu­
sic Festival continues with the sec­
ond presentation by the Euterpe Sing­
ers and Girls' Clee Club, under the 
direction of Miss 
Wenck, this eve­
n i n g  i n  W e l d  
Hall starting at 
8:15 o'clock. The 
s c h e d u l e  h a v i n g  
b e e n  c h a n g e d  
s i n c e  p r e v i o u s  
a n n o u n c e m  e n t s ,  
A. M. Christen-
I  s e n ' s  D r a g o n  
Band will be pre­
s e n t e d  S u n d a y  
evening instead of this evening, con­
cluding the series of Festival concerts. 
Lawrence Norin and Solveig Head­
land, pianists from the Bertha Hagen 
Studios, will be the featured soloists 
appearing with the Euterpe Singers 
this evening. Norin will play the 
"Hungarian Fantasy," by Liszt, while 
Headland will render "Concertstruck," 
by Weber. Adele Jensen will be at 
the second piano, accompanying the 
soloists. 
Soloists 
Florence Williams and Lillian 
Thompson, sopranos, and Enid Peter­
son and Jessamine Colehour, contral­
tos, do solo performances with Euterpe 
presentations. 
The program consists of "God is a 
Spirit," Bennett; "Lamb of God," Bi-
zet-Boyd; "Eye Hath Not Seen," 
Gaul; "Murmuring Zephyrs," Jensen; 
"In Italy," Boyd; "Memories," Cad-
man; "Ye Who The Longing Know," 
Tschaikowsky; "Tambourin," French 
Folk song. 
"Spinning Song," German folk song; 
"Oh, Didn't It Rain," Burleigh; 
"Strawberry Fair," Protheroe; and 
"Wake Up," Phillips. The. final group 
includes "The Green Cathedral," 
Hahn; "Springtime is Calling," Proth­
eroe; "Four-Leaf Clover," Brownell; 
"Ava Maria," Schubert; and "Medita­
tion," Bach-Gounod. 
Band Concert 
Playing Clark's "Carnival of Ven­
ice," Webster Rowan, accompanied by 
Adele Jensen, will play an euphonium 
solo with the 45-piece Dragon Concert 
Band in their sixth annual grand con­
cert Sunday evening. 
Meyerbeer's "Coronation March" 
opens the band program, followed by 
Rossini's "Tancred" overture. Next 
will come "The Cotton Picker's Song," 
by Roberts, which is a tonal personifi­
cation of a southern scene with a 
darky girl singing a plaintive planta­
tion melody to the humming accom­
paniment of the older men. while the 
younger men fall into a shuffling rhy­
thmical dance. 
Jules Herman, trumpeter, plays the 
solo, and Reynold Christensen directs 
the number. 
Probably the climax of the varied 
program will be reached in the next 
number which is Massenet's pompous 
"Phedre" overture. The final number, 
"Childhood Days," is a delightful nov­
elty number consisting of humorously 
arranged children's songs. 
Special tribute will be paid to Mo­
zelle Weld Hagen at the annual 
Founder's Day banquet of the Pi Mu 
Phi sorority to be given at the Gard­
ner Hotel May 5, at 6:30 o'clock. Mrs. 
Hagen, deceased wife of Dr. O. J. Ha­
gen, former resident director, and 
daughter of former President Frank 
A. Weld, was a charter member of the 
organization. 
During the dinner a sextet consist­
ing of active members will sing and 
Solveig Headland will play a piano 
solo. Mrs. E. Morris Stadum, presi­
dent of the Fargo-Moorhead Alumni 
Association, assisted by Mrs. James 
Kreuger of Fargo, will have charge 
of the usual Founders' day service, 
which will be followed by a vocal num­
ber from the trio, including Mrs. Jes­
sie Hazelton Askegaard, Mrs. F. M. 
Brophy, and Miss Lulu Wagner. 
The following will pay tribute to 
Mrs. Hagen: Nina Jorgensen, active 
member; Mrs. Dora Hanson, one of 
the founders; and Mrs. Askegaard, al­
umni member. Mrs. Paul Person, Far­
go, will sing a solo, after which Mrs. 
E. Morris Stadum will present the 
Mozelle Weld Hagen Memorial and 
President MacLean will give the re­
sponse. To close the service the mem­
bers will join in singing the Pi Mu 
Phi songs. 
Honor guests will be: Dr. O. J. Ha­
gen, Grace Harriet Hagen, Dr. E. 
Staffne, President and Mrs. MacLean, 
Miss Hayes, Miss Lumley, Miss Lom-
men, and Miss Dahl. Out-of-town 
guests will be Mrs. Frank A. Weld 
adn Lieut. Frank E. Weld. Ferguson, 
i Mo.; Mrs. Dora Hanson, Minneapolis; 
and Mrs. Eulalia Tufts Mitchell, Win-
netka, 111. 
In the afternoon from three to four 
o'clock there will be a tea in Ingle 
side honoring Mrs. Weld and the oth 
or out-cf-town guests. 
Spring Issue of Collegian 
To Appear Tuesday, May 8 
The spring edition of the Collegian 
will appear Tuesday, May 8. It will 
feature line drawings, articles, short 
stories, and poetry. The cover, which 
has been worked out by the architec­
tural department of the North Da­
kota State College, is ivory in color, 
and shows graduates receiving their 
diplomas. 
A contest ending Thursday. May 10, 
at 4 o'clock is being sponsored on the 
Campus. Anyone may write an article 
criticizing the Collegian as a whole or 
as to individual articles. A commit­
tee cf judges will make the awards: 
$2 first prize and $1 for second prize. 
Ail Entries should be placed in box 
417 or handed to Eleanor Laing, asso­
ciate editor on the Campus. 
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Girl's Play Day To Be 
Staged Here Tomorrow 
Girls From Ten Schools Will 
Take Part In Variety Of 
Sports Events 
Alumni Board Has 
Meeting Tomorrow 
Landscaping Being Done Around Alum­
ni Association Houses 
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ELEANOR LAING Circulation MaQager 
I'riut Shop Assistant 
EDITORIALS 
LITERARY SUPPLEMENT OR I 
With this issue of the Western MiSTiC appears the annual 
Literary Supplement, published by the local chapter of Sigma 
Tau Delta, national honorary English fraternity and written 
by English students of the College. 
Short stories, essays, humorous articles, and poetry are con­
tained in this annual publication which presents a fairly ac­
curate cross-section of the literary talent of the College. 
The Western MiSTiC has been criticized because of its lack 
of literary features in the regular issues. College newspaper 
critics, authorities in their field, believe that literary features 
are an essential part of the college newspaper. 
The criticism in this case is a just one. It is readily ad­
mitted that the regular issues of the newspaper are lacking in 
these literary productions. And to answer this criticism, men­
tion has been made of the Literary Supplement which is pub­
lished annually and contains solely literary features. 
There are those who believe that students will not get as 
much out of a supplement of this type as they would if these 
features were printed from week to week. Then, of course, 
there are others who maintain that the supplement is the only 
means of bringing to the student body the literary efforts of a 
number of this group. There are arguments on both sides of 
the question. Which is the better we don't know. 
But, in the meantime, we have the Literary Supplement, 
and may satisfy our thirst for literature with that. 
Everything from the staid old game 
of horseshoes to the modern game of 
archery will be included in the list 
of events in the Clay County high 
school girls' Play Day program to take' 
place tomorrow under the direction I 
of the girls in the class in playground 
management. The maids will cavort 
on the campus and in the swimming 
pool of the College. 
This is a non-competitive meet held 
for the purpose of fostering good will 
between the various schools. Recrea­
tion and friendship will be stressed. 
Although this is the first meeting of 
girls from city high schools to be held 
on the Campus, ten schools will be 
represented. 
Included in the list are those of 
Barnesville, M. S. T. C. High School, 
Dilworth, Pelton, Glyndon, Hawley, 
Hitterdal, Moorhead, and Ulen. Each 
of these will be represented by a group 
of five girls accompanied by a chap-
erone. 
Following is the schedule of activi­
ties in which the fifty or more girls 
will take part: 




ery, and horseshoe pitching. 
12:00—Picnic lunch back of the girls' 
dormitories. 
1:15—Tour of the Campus. 
2:15—Track meet, including the 50-
yard dash, 75-yard dash, 100-yard 
dash, standing broad jump, relay, 
baseball throwing for distance and 
accuracy, basketball throwing for 
distance, and a Is o individual 
stunts. 
2:15 - 5:00—Final kittenball games, 
contests in archery, and the horse­
shoe doubles matches. 
The committee in charge has Mar­
tha Atkinson as chairman, Betty Hoag 
handling the secretarial duties, Mar-
jorie Fields in the financial chair, 
and Frances Olson as publicity man­
ager. The advisory capacity is filled 
by Miss Frick. 
A board meeting of the State Teach­
ers College Alumni Association will be 
held Saturday at 2 p. m. in the alum­
ni room in MacLean Hall. The alumni 
room is room 111 on the first floor. 
* * * 
Mr. Paul Rosel, Buffalo, spent the 
weekend at his home in Moorhead. Mr. 
Rosel is a former graduate of M. S. 
T. C. 
* • » 
Miss Rachel Stowe, B. E., '32, Far­
go, was a Campus visitor last week. 
* • • 
Mr. Jack Eininger, degree graduate 
of 1930, was recently promoted to the 
position of principal of the Horace 
Mann school in Fargo. 
* * * 
Misses Betty Brown, Vera Beil and 
Mr. Kenneth Johnson were among the 
alumni who attended the Kappa Delta 
Pi breakfast Tuesday morning. 
Misses Ruth Hallenberg and Marie 
Wilds, degree graduates of last spring, 
visited friends on the Campus last 
Tuesday. 
* • * 
Landscaping is being done around 
the Alumni houses, which is adding 
very materially to the beautification 
of the Campus. 
From The Editor's Semicircle 
This is the week when we dust off our music ears 
to enjoy the concerts In the tenth annual Music Fes­
tival. V * • • * 
This is also about the time of the year when one puts on 
that final sprint down the home stretch to keep pace with the 
avalanche of approaching activities. 
• » • • * % 
Even tlie janitors smiled when it rained the other 
day, which only goes to prove that mud is better than 
dust. 
Just four more weeks and then swan song... 
Girls "M" Club Constitution 
Committee Is Appointed 
At a meeting held last Tuesday, a 
committee was appointed to draw up 
a constitution for the Girls' "M" Club. 
Those appointed to this committee 
were Betty Hoag, Ann Meyers and 
Margaret Johnson. 
Two other committees were also 
chosen, one to draw up a form for 
initiation and the other to decide on 
a plan for the presenting of the let­
ters. Those on the Initiation com­
mittee are Jewel Ydstie, Leveta Bry-
son and Rachel Askegaard. The com­
mittee for letters consists of Grace 
Meland, Norma Larson, Bernice Camp­
bell and Naomi Vinette. 
Activities Students 
Guests At Banquet 
High School Alumni Associa­
tion Has Business, Social 
Meeting Monday 
Miss Hawkinson, Mr. Gilpin, and Mr. 
Loewen gave the annual activities ban­
quet for student participants of the 
respective extra-curricular activities of 
the College High last Tuesday evening 
in the Hollyhock room, Comstock Hall. 
Included on the program were a 
memorial to the 1933-1934 basketball 
captain, Vincent Oss, who was burned 
to death in an oil station fire last 
winter, a sample of the Oregon style 
debate, and a brief address by Miss 
Lommen. Honor guests were Presi­
dent and Mrs. MacLean, Miss Lom­
men, and Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Thysell. 
• • • 
The Alumni Association of the Col­
lege High School held a combined 
business and social meeting in Ingle-
side last Monday evening. Aside from 
discussing several projects for the 
group to carry out, officer for the 
coming year were elected. 
There is an increasing demand for 
, mechanical engineers to fill important 
posts in industry, the engineering 
dean of Pennsylvania State College 
reported recently. 
Miss Blanche Loudon will have as 
her weekend guests Mrs. Dora Hanson 
Minneapolis, and Mrs. Eulalia Tufts 
Mitchell, Winnetka, 111. While here, 
these ladies will attend the Pi Mu Phi 
Pounders' Day Banquet. 
• * * 
Evelyn McGrann spent last Wednes­
day and Thursday attending to busi­
ness matters in Detroit Lakes, Little 
Falls, and Hawley. 
• • * 
Margie Griggs was called to Iowa 
because of the serious illness of her 
sister. 
r Why Little Audrey Laughed 
Persky and Wright were right peev­
ed about that crack last week, but 
then, it's the truth that hurts! 
Lil' Audrey's advice to A1 Cocking 
is "Never get serious with a gal like 
'Cowslip' Thompson." 
Mary Russell thinks the Greyhound 
Bus drivers are just doggie. Forsberg 
thinks they ought to charter more 
buses next time if Russell goes along. 
The week's weightiest problems last 
week were: Has Maedl got a past? 
And what would happen if pansy mur-
ait had been in Carter's and Laudey's 
boots on their cross-country hike? 
Willie Burke's answer to little Aud­
rey: "I don't want a date, but if I 
did, I'd get it, see!" 
New deals on the choir trip: 
Hi, Cy, how's the girl friend? 
Howsh the boy, Vancesh? 
Lasure thinks boys are a lotto Huey. 
"Florence Willye be mine?" said 
Christie. 
A dozen camels were ordered by 
Miss Comeliussen to be imported for 
the next dust storm—she hopes they 
won't have to be "tired" on the march. 
Frills and furbelows 
On maidens . . . fair . . . 
'Tis spring I 
Fragile flowering . . . 
. . . Nature enrobed 
And heayrts 
Never cease (il) to Si(n)g—ne 
And dream! 
SOCIETIES 
L. S. A. PICNIC TO 
BE TOMORROW MORNING 
The Lutheran Student Association 
will have a picnic breakfast up the 
river Saturday morning at 7:30. It 
will be the final meeting this year, 
and all Lutheran students are invited. 
KAPPA DELTA PI 
HAS ANNIVERSARY BREAKFAST 
On Tuesday morninlg the Kappa 
Delta Pi fraternity held its anniver­
sary breakfast in the Hollyhock room 
in Comstock Hall. Thirty-two mem­
bers were present. The May basket 
theme was used in the decorations. 
The following officers were installed: 
president, Nina Jorgensen; vice presi­
dent, Elizabeth Brown; secretary and 
treasurer. Miss Alice Comeliussen; 
historian, Marjorie Fields; and report-
i er, Adele Jensen. 
RHO LAMBDA CHI 
TO GIVE PLAY ON MAY 7 
Rho Lambda Chi will present the 
play, "Chintz Cottage," Monday eve­
ning, May 7, in Miss Tainter's class, 
room. Admission will be by ticket 
only. A limited number of tickets will 
be sold by members of the two-year 
rural group at fifteen cents each. 
Moorhead Shoe Hospital 
Let Soule Sole Your Shoes 
17 Fifth Ave. So., Moorhead, Minn. 
C. W. Soule, Prop 
Evenson's Grocery 
"The Store of Good Things 
To Eat and Wear." 
Moorhead, Minn. 
Phone 528—529 
Dr. Arthur H. Joistad 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
SPECIALIST 
410-414 DeLendrecie Bldg., Fargo 
WATERMAN'S 
FARGO 
The Store for Moderately 
Priced Dresses & Coats 
SCHOMBERS' 
Grocery and Confectionery 
Make our Store your Headquarters 
306 10th St. So., Moorhead 
Phone 1722 
Dr. Archer To Preside 
Dr. C. P. Archer will preside at a 
district meeting ol the Masonic Lodge 
to be held in the Moorhead high school 
auditorium May 11. Five hundred peo­
ple are expected to attend. Amony 
the entertainers will be the M. S. T. C. 
male octette, directed by Mr. Preston., 
ALPHA EPSILONS TO 
HAVE DANCE TOMORROW NIGHT 
The Alpha Epsilon fraternity will 
hold its spring formal tomorrow eve­
ning. Carl Maedl has charge of re­
freshments; Jack Bridges, decorations 
and lights; and Clyde Townsend, pro­
gram. 
GAMMA NU SPRING 
FORMAL TO BE HELD MAY 18 
The spring formal of the Gamma 
7u sorority will be held Friday, May 
18. The following are committee chair­
men; music, Mary Lou Umfoefer; en­
tertainment, Mary Reck; decorations, 
Jewel Ydstie; and programs, Ethel 
Erickson. 
KITTLESON ELECTED 
PRESIDENT OF ALTHAIA 
Arnold Kittleson of Louisburg was 
elected president of Althaia at a meet­
ing held last Friday afternoon in Ing 
leside. Alwin Cocking gave a report 
on German literature. 
SIGMA TAU DELTA 
INITIATION TO BE MAY 2 
Eleanor Laing, Mary Reck and A1 
win Cocking will be initiated into 
Sigma Tau Delta May 20 at Miss 
Hayes' cottage on Lake Shoreham. 
C O L L E G E  C L U B  
Board by the month, $13.75 
Try Our Lunches 
TWELVE TO BE 
INITIATED INTO OWL FRAT 
Twelve fledgelings of the Owl fra 
ternity will be made plumed and crest 
ed Owls at second degree ceremonies 
| to be held in Weld Hall tomorrow 
evening. 
Home Bakery 
J. S. Erickson—Prop. 
518 Center Av. Phone 1329-W 
$22.50 
Curlee Suits and 
Overcoats 
Also Custom Made Suits, $25 -$15 
TED EVANSON 
Lincoln was honest— 
Why not be honest with yourself? 
Trade at 
THE LINCOLN GROCERY 
Corner of 5th Ave. and 10th St. So. 
Phone 6885 
MOORHEAD BAKERY 
219 Broadway Fargo, N. D 
509 1st Ave So. - Phone 1038 
Dr. V. E. Freeman 
DENTIST 
Over Woolworth Store 
MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA 
Johnnie Knapp Marty Kuppich 
TWIN CITY 
MEAT MARKET 
Smoked and Fresh Meats 
Oysters in Season 
Phone 597 











— Comstock Hotel — 
COURTEOUS SERVICE 
E. T. Hanson 
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A  D I L E M M A  
By Alwin Cocking 
This paper should be titled "The Dil­
emma of the College Junior Who Sud­
denly and Unexpectedly Finds Himself 
Without An Automobile." Not that the 
writer would lead the credulous reader 
to believe that he was reared in the 
lap of luxury, with countless limou­
sines at his beck and call. Rather, to 
the contrary, he has spent the greater 
part of the more tender years of his 
life riding in worn out Chevrolets, dil­
apidated Fords, and the more nonde­
script of the other low-priced automo­
biles. 
But our first major premise — the 
loci from which all following discus­
sion must proceed—is that always he 
has had a vehicle with a motor and 
ordinarily four wheels that he could 
use, always provided that no other of 
the four driving members of his fam­
ily was there first. 
As a driver of the aforementioned 
vehicles 1 believe that I have at cer­
tain times plumbed the depths of de­
spair. I have been blessed with flat 
tires at the pen-ultimate point from1 
home, with my best and most easily-
soiled clothes adorning my Adonis-like 
figure, and only too olten with a spare 
tire that would have served admirably 
as a relic in the Field Museum. 
I have run out of petrol mote the 
Oxford touch) farther from filling sta­
tions than one would believe possible 
in this advanced day when there are 
ten college graduates dispensing gaso­
line to every one following his chosen 
profession. 
I have run into m06t everything 
from gates set in the streets on Hal­
lowe'en night to a ditch rapidly ap­
proaching me at 70 miles an hour. 
My buoyant soul has ridden high 
over such minor matters as the scorn­
ful remarks of fellow students as 1 
rode about in some of the reliques my 
family designated with the opprobious 
epithet of "the family hack." 
For I was master of my own soul 
in the carefree days that now seem so 
far gone. I have forgotten the trials 
and tribulations of driving brakeless, 
lightless, windowless, ever - faltering 
Chevrolets and can retain only the 
memory of my joys in that blissful 
period. 
For now I have no automobile. Tis 
By May Tangen 
Point upward in winter greyness, chimneys. 
Are your ugly, squat bodies set forever stationary 
and made captive by a conventionalizing world? 
No, you-are not captive, oh, chimneys of the city, for 
out of you comes a glory of grey that waves on­
ward to lose itself in God's air. Some of your 
smoke dreams itself from your walls and weaves 
itself into an evanescent blue veiling. 
Sometimes your smoke catches the light of the sun, 
who, as he is about to leave, sends out his special 
blessing rays, yellowing the greyness to gold, and 
adding a brighter halo to the smoke you give. 
Illustrated by Anna Hood 
Again, in spite of fun, I know you pretend to be vol­
canoes and shoot out volumes of blackness. But 
I see the ripples of laughter as the smoke leaves you. 
Sometimes, fuller of real desires, your smoke comes 
clean and unswayed from your walls. Then I know, 
oh chimneys, that your purpose is directness and 
steadfast renewal of spirit, a calm zeal that de­
sires straightway an access into the free air beyond. 
Good cheer, chimneys, you are not staid and impris­
oned; for isn't your smoke spirit expressing you in 
its freedom? 
Thoughts On Autumn OUTLINES 
By E. Jerome Johnson 
Below the horizon afar in the West 
The setting sun is receding. 
The glorious tints of the sky, at tneir 
best, 
Are tomorrow's fairness conceding. 
true that each of my two older broth- The pale summer moon stays on in 
ers, better endowed with the filthy skv 
lucre so much despised by us all, trav- •*' 
el hither and yon, gazing smugly out leluctant at leaving, she seems, 
upon the world from shining automo- From the bronze moon of harvest, she 
biles that purr serenely by with an soon must fly— 
aristocratic mien. But beyond being His, are mellow and hazy red beams, 
allowed to admire the veritable glow 
these automobiles cast upon admiring To the oak aU year> the WOOdbine 
populace as they flit by following an . . 
all day polishing job administered by 
none other than the lowly writer of Inconspicuous amongst his dark green, 
this tragedy, I enjoy them little. True With her bright cheery red, now he's 
it is that my vicarious experiences are pleasingly hung 
^ I His reward is everywhere seen. 
The vine of the bittersweet, shy and 
elusive, 
You'll find in seclusion, remote. 
It's bright orange fruit is proof, and 
conclusive, 
women drivers and the trains 
beat to the crossings, but little solace 
this is to my bleeding heart as I needs 
must recount the tale of my last 
smashed fender—a happening of ten 
months ago. No more can I offer stir­
ring tales of skirmishes with truck 
drivers and wily ways of eluding, _ ® . , 
troublesome coppers. Verily, verily, I nature by frost is smote, 
am a "Has Been." , , , ., 
If the gentle reader has borne pa- sumach adorns the hilltops and 
tiently with me thus far I apologize lanes, 
to him for digressing slightly so as its red crown swayed by the breeze, 
to get back to the subject of my for- wherever you i00k, e.en on mead or 
lorn treatise. 
With all avenues of escape cut off plains, 
Fall colors embellish the trees. I searched about for a means of sue 
cor. 
First of all I thought of my friends. | Hemmed in completely by wooded hills, 
Surely from the legions that used to Mongst yellows and auburns artistic, 
use my automobile for a bus, a truck, a In the rustic environs of the Season 
taxi, and a smoking room, some few 
would be able to help me. That I of Thrills 
Lies clear blue Lake Seven, the mystic. was to be disappointed was a fact that 
became only too soon apparent. 
Then I narrowed my selection down 
to a few trusty pals with automobiles. 
These I can divide into a number of shut off> from the haUnts of men, 
classifications: 
Apart from the hurry and scurfy of 
life. 
First and greatest in numbers are 
.. ..e who will give anyone a ride who 
is willing to buy the gasoline, pay for 
the show tickets, and buy some farm­
er's daughter (starving at a dormitory) 
a two-inch steak in order that said 
driver and the aforementioned farm­
er's daughter whom he so much ad­
mires may put up with your now odi­
ous presence. 
Secondly is the "pal" who will fur­
nish a ride free if he is forcefully 
enough, often enough, and tactfully 
enough approached. With an unwill­
ing air he allows you to place your 
unclean body in his very superior 
automobile. Recompense him? Oh! 
No! He doesn't want to feel obligated 
to anyone. 
Finally there is the true friend who 
is too generous. He is of the race of 
Abou Ben Adhem. May his tribe in­
crease! His very generosity, however, 
overwhelms one. After all, one does 
feel rather like a cad after accepting 
-a certain number of favors with no 
return. 
But to get back to our serious vein 
again. Excluding the automobile there . 
remain three major modes of trans­
portation : 
(I) The taxi cabs. Of these I will 
(Continued on page 6) 
This gem of the North, with beauty 
rife 
Has the sensitive deer for a friend! 
No country is without honor save 
in its own prophets.—Will Durant. 
It is the mark of maturity to dif­
ferentiate easily ana naturally between 
personal or social opposition and in­
tellectual opposition.—Albert Jay Nock. 
CONFORMITY 
By Margaret Evje 
As frightened grouse are 
scattered round and squat 
Among the leaves, so hid by 
blending colors 
That no eye can see where they 
lie down, 
Thus in the shadows of 
convention, we 
Do also hide; and no one 
knows what traits 
Are blended into quiet conformity. 
By Enid Pederson 
As a matter of fact, I have had the 
extraordinary values of outlines drill­
ed into my consciousness from the ten-
derest outset of my youth, and have 
in consequence become an outline ad­
dict. There is, I firmly believe, no 
other single factor to equal it as far 
as the foundation for good, clear 
theme-writing goes. 
Whenever I think of outlines, or 
when I speak of outlines, I feel 
myself becoming eloquent; I even feel 
a little inspired. Given time and a 
Spring Shadows 
By H. Kiland 
The gray plains of midwinter dark­
en to a dull purple-brown. Then come 
the misty silver rains and the milk-
white fogs of early spring. How the 
darkened fields love moisture and how 
they absorb it! April is a month of 
green shadows. When the veils of 
cloud are drawn aside on cool days, 
a new color is visible everywhere. A 
faint shadowing of green suggestive 
of early spring, appears on rolling 
ridges. Dull stalks and blades of last 
H E  K N E W  
polite, attentive audience, I can lec- 1 year's grass have been beaten down by 
ture at great length on the overwhelm- the snow and the vigorous rain whose 
ing merits of the outline, its flexibil- silver spears have vanquished the old 
ity and adaptibility, its marvelous lu- to make way for the new. The hue 
cidity and superior attributes. of green is almost imperceptible at 
If an audience is still quiescent at first; one does not know whether it is 
this point, I can go further and ex- real or fancied. But it deepens and 
pound the relative advantages and spreads as surely and as persistently 
disadvantages of outlines, although as a tinted dawn which grows into 
there are times when I have been sub- radiant morning. Then we realize that 
jected to various indignities at the the beloved spring "season has arrived 
hands of sluggards who have had and that the carpet has been laid on 
neither the proud ambition, nor the which summer will embroider gay flor-
laudable desire to become outline- i al patterns 
conscious I have even had them ask , The cool greenness or this month 
Jhether I was attempting to de- „ deiightful even without the wild 
scribe Titians The White Goddess or fiowerSj promised but not yet due. A 
fhr^winDerFve^ "WOr p ure few light frosts whiten the roofs and 
the Winged Venus. , ground in the early morning. What 
Needless to say, I have paid little unfathomed depth of shadows lie in 
or no attention to such obviously low- ! the arms of those tall trees. The pale 
class witticisms and have gone serene- April sunlight filtered through the 
ly on. giving the general populace a delicate tracery of shimmering wind-
truly uplifting piece of information swayed branches is transformed into 
about outlines. For, as you may well | a cool green light before it reaches 
imagine, with my reputation, I have j the vernal carpet in the background, 
had numerous searchers-after - the - The rejuvenated hills with their gentle 
truth come to me in the most touch- outlines and open vistas are not more 
satisfying that these dim groves of 
the prairie. A flock of crows flies 
high in the air, looking like untrans­
latable black writing across the sky. 
They seem to be the hieroglyphs of 
returning spring. Their cawing fills 
the green shadows. When they have 
passed, green silence prevails; and its 
peace broods over shimmering groves, 
snug gardens, and the silver water 
with its wavering reflections of quiet 
green banks. 
The chief requirement for a real 
standard of living is neither food, nor 
ing manner to ask my advice in the 
matter of outlines. 
"Well," I usually say to them, being 
very happy to render such noble ser­
vice to humanity, "Well," I say, "what 
is your subject?" 
"Uganda," they usually say, or some 
such intensely interesting subject as 
Brazil's Coffee Industry or The Horse­
fly Antennae. "Which," I finish tri­
umphantly, "is just the kind of a sub­
ject you need a well-rounded outline 
for." 
Now take the case of Mr. Bicker (I 
call him Mr. Bicker for reasons of my , , . .. . . .,. 
own). He was hopelessly in a muddle , gI rMf ' 3?d tu 
about the Coleoptera Beetle, and He PLS™ H ^ • ° 1 are i'' 
meant to write a paper about them. I freedom' and leisure—Raymond Es 
Realizing that in this instance I was 
a friend in need, er, indeed a friend, 
I mean a friend indeed, I went to Mr. 
Bicker (good, old George Bicker! He 
and I had dug angleworms together). 
I saw at once that he was in an un­
healthy state of perspiration. 
"Listen, George," I said gently, put­
ting my hand on his shoulder, "listen; 
what you need is an outline!" He be­
came limp. "Listen, George," I urged, 
"think. AU you have to do is get one 
or two good, clear main topics, and 
all your little topics will begin group-
sen. 
The correlation between inner feel­
ing and the amount of smiling and 
laughter when in the presence of oth­
ers is not so high as naive behavior-
ists would like to believe.—Goodwin 
Watson. 
COLOR WHEEL 
By Mary Reck 
Blue beauty—harmony of hue 
ing themselves around. Now take the j Pansy purple probed 
Coleoptera Beetle Naturally the first B star wheel striki through_ 
main point wouid be its striking re- 5 b 
semblance to the Annenian cockroach So the evening sky dips down 
• • • To mingle with the dew. 
I got no further. I was forcibly 1T 
shown the door, and having been thus ' endar loveliness violet veiled 
rebuffed for entertaining only the Orchid shadows thickened and paled 
meat praiseworthy of intentions, I do , , 
not doubt that you will commend my jAmbci. topaz, rose of sunset gone— 
present attitude toward Mr. Bicker. Blue harmony—the twilight song. 
M. Evje 
There was something about the day 
which made one feel kindly even to­
ward yowling cats and scolding wo­
men. There was, indeed, no dry spot 
under the sun; and everyone, like 
the ducks and the geese, waddled light-
hearted in the mud of April; yet there 
was a significance in the air as it mov­
ed dripping with coolness across one's 
face—something that made one mur­
mur, "God is love," and really believe 
For once, all the town's people wad­
ed over the road to visit. The women 
tracked mud into the Cash Mercan­
tile store, while over at the garage 
their husbands hauled out the old 
Overland which Lars Hanson's son 
had smashed up last fall; there right 
in the center of Main Street, they 
had started to fix it. All morning 
the boys had plastered mud against 
the glass door of the Dudley state 
Bank. The bank had been closed for 
over a year now. but who cared about 
banks on the first warm day of spring? 
Certainly not the boys! For soon the 
large, gilt letters bearing the inscrip­
tion "State Bank of Dudley" were 
thickly spattered with mud. 
Herman Dodds, the strangest crea­
ture of the village, leaned against 
the barber pole and grinned; but the 
boys paid no attention. For fifty years 
or more, Herman Dodds had grinned; 
and it was said that no one, not even 
Herman Dodds, knew why he grin­
ned. Yet today that grin "was differ­
ent. It was strange that no one no­
ticed, exceedingly strange! For it 
seemed as though the very wind, and 
the uncertain, young clouds, yes, even 
the pussy willows on the" south side 
of the schoolhouse. had united to whis­
per the news to gossip-loving ears. 
If someone had only listened, how 
quickly the words would have flown, 
'Herman Dodds knows now why he 
grins—he knows now! Oh yes, indeed, 
he knows!" Of course, he knew. 
But one other man also knew. Old 
Man Peterson, staring through the 
window of the shabbiest house in 
town, saw Herman Dodds leaning 
against the barber pole. For fifty 
years, Old Man Peterson had taken 
it for granted that Herman Dodds 
Just grinned from habit; but now he 
knew that, today, at least, there was 
a bitter and malicious motive in the 
grin. He wondered vaguely if th t 
motive had grown, unheralded, for fif­
ty years, only to pop out today. The 
idea hurt him, and well it might; for 
he was now an old and unhappy man. 
Probably, if he had gone outside, he 
would not have been unhappy, for 
then he would have thought in terms 
of the cool winds and chittering spar­
rows. But as it was, standing in the 
dingy dining room and peering through 
the window, he saw only the mud. Or, 
looking around again, he saw scat­
tered ashes before the old coal stove 
—and ashes are such trivial things in 
spring. In fact, they are quite use­
less. They do not seem to soothe one-
j self at all; they irritate one. 
And Old Man Peterson was easily 
irritated now. There had been a time 
once when nothing would have both­
ered him; but that was—well, that 
was when he had been the greatest 
man in Dudley. Sort of a demi-god, 
he had been; he smiled when he 
thought of it. (He had a smile that 
was like the sunlight after the first 
April drizzle. One could not help but 
love the half-mist of such a smile.) 
Yes, he had been a demi-god; indeed, 
almost a god. And as he stared out 
the window, he wondered if the gods 
had ever swindled a town. Or maybe, 
he thought, they had never had a 
chance; maybe they had never estab­
lished and ruled a thing like the State 
Bank of Dudley. Well, he had and 
he knew. Yes, he knew. 
It had been a wonderful life, he mus­
ed; it had been a happy life. Each 
succeeding spring when days like this 
had come, the men had gathered at 
the State Bank of Dudley. And he, 
behind the wicket gate, had been the 
happiest man of them all. Especially 
was he happy when Herman Dodds, 
with the ever-present grin upon his 
face, leaned up against the window. 
But today he was not in the bank 
and neither was Dodds. The old man 
could see Dodds leaning against the 
barber pole at the end of the street. 
And Old Man Peterson knew, without 
thinking, that Herman Dodds was 
grinning, but he wondered if it was 
the same grin as that one of fifty 
years duration. "Dear old Dodds," he 
murmured; his voice was weary, re­
signed. For Dodds. he ruminated, had 
idolized him once. It was Dodds who 
had made him happy. 
Old Man Peterson had been twenty-
five when he first came to the little 
ten-house village of Dudley, and be­
fore he had been there half a day, he 
had met the twenty-year-old, grinning 
Beau Brummel, Herman Dodds. Her­
man Dodds, or "Hermy" as he was 
then called, was the son of Henry 
Dodds himself. Henry Dodds owned 
three and one-half sections of land, 
and it was the best land. too. He pre­
sided as postmaster, depot agent, and 
(Continued on page 0; 
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MID-LAND SAILORS 
By Wilson Dokken 
As a youngster I was aware of the cool 
friendliness that existed between Grandfather 
and Captain Howe. The situation was tense 
but usually calm. The storm was often on the 
horizon but it never arrived. Some day I was 
sure it would. 
Now any village, yes, any community, situ­
ated two thousand miles from the sea is for­
tunate if it possesses one genuine, old-time 
sea-salt. When a community has two absolutely 
genuine old tars—sailors who have sailed the 
seven seas and spent a large portion of their 
lives on the briny deep, their every action is of 
great interest. To one person, the grandson 
of one of these old sailors, their every deed 
was mighty and glamorous. My Grandfather 
and Captain Howe were two old sailors, two 
thousand miles from the sea, with only their 
pipes, their dreams and their arguments to re­
mind them of old days. Their arguments were 
bv far the most effective reminder. Remember­
ing the fact that Grandfather had been a Sec­
ond-Mate while old Jake Howe had been a cap­
tain, we can better understand the situation. 
Captain Howe was a small, industrious little 
man. I imagine it was these traits of neatness, 
efficiency, and industry which had earned for 
him a Captain's ticket. He lived in a tidy little 
white house across the street from Grandfather's. 
His wife, who, as X later learned, he had mar­
ried for her money, was much like him—the best 
housekeeper in the village. Guarded by his wife 
and his safe little investments, he spent a happy 
old age. He supplemented his little income by 
the carpentry Jobs he did around the village. 
When people in the village wanted a porch re­
paired, a door hung or a shed built they called 
upon Captain Howe and were always well pleased 
with his work. I remember one boyhood incident. 
Always underfoot, I was with the Captain doing 
some repair work. I was holding a board while 
the Captain was sighting along it. "Move it 
to the lee, Bobby," he said. I did not under­
stand. 
"To the lee!" 
"To the lee!!!" 
Still I remained without moving the board. 
The Captain grew white with rage at my 
mutiny. He came and moved the board into 
position. 
"Bobby, you can go home," was all he said. 
Not until many years later did I explain my 
ignorance to Captain, who laughed and then 
generously forgave me. 
Now, many years later, I can still picture ^ld 
Captain Howe 
T H E  G U E S T  
By E. Oswald 
I remember the very day when I saw him 
for the first time. "There goes the new doctor," 
somebody said. He was walking past our house 
on the other side of the street with a little 
boy hanging onto his hand. The little fellow 
must have been relating an interesting tale, for 
the doictor was laughing heartily. 
But what attracted my attention was that 
he did not conform at all to the regulation pat­
tern of the doctor of my experience. "Where was 
his long white hair and his beard, still longer, 
streaked with rust? And his broad-brimmed soft 
black hat? He didn't even have glasses fastened 
to a long black ribbon that ended in his button­
hole. How could he ever look over them and see 
your tongue? No, there must be some mistake. 
This man was tall and well-built—and walked 
straight instead of stooping over and leaning 
on his cane. His tap, tap on the porch floor 
Illustrated By lone Larson 
would never warn you in time to take that last 
During the week-days he was swayow before he said: "Open your mouth." I 
busy in his garden. On Sundays, dressed in a suppose he'd just pounce right in upon you with 
thread-bare, but very white officer's uniform. tlle swanow midway. 
with a tropical pitch helmet held in his hanc. ^ they drew nearer I recognized the little 
he would sit m a little rocking chair on th ^ ag my COusin Paul, so without more ado I 
ran across the road and stood in his path. "She's front porch and rock back and forth. 
Grandfather had been a second-mate. A my cousin," and, without further explanation of 
second-mate on a ship is much like a first ser- my eXjStence, he went on cataloguing the rest 
geant in the army. The "top kick," as the ser- Qf the -'sights." But the Doctor smiled at me 
geant is known, is the ranking enlisted man. He and held out his hand. I slipped mine into 
usually holds this position because of his ex- hig and we waiked along together. Thus began 
peritnce, his many seasons of campaigning, his our acquaintance. The impression he made upon 
efficient soldiering, his large fists and remark- me may be gathered from what I confided to 
able vocabulary—all essential in teaching rookies Mother" that night, "Why, I wouldn't be afraid 
how to be real soldiers. With these characteris- even fQ take medicine from him!" 
tics—leather lungs, capable fists, an unlimited j kept my wonjf too—and when the neigh-
fund of soldier iore—he ments that which is went t0 ^ with measles, the Doctor 
close to envy from the West Point officers and had ample opportunity t0 try us aii out. It has 
owed respect from the entod man. E\en m been reported that youngsters tried to "stay 
his old age Grandfather would have been a re- sick>. so j^at his visits would not cease. He 
markable sergeant. hated to carry bundles but would fill his pockets 
In my boyish eyes, as well as my friends, tQ their utmost capacity and not mind the bulg-
Grandfather was the ideal sailor. He had been ing ungainliness one bit. If your mother told 
in China, where a Chinese cook had attempted bim that you had taken the medicine without 
to throw him overboard. He had spent two too much fuss> he'd let you draw something 
years fishing in Iceland. He had been on a from his pocket. Sometimes it would be a 
ship carrying soldiers to Africa during the Boer bright yellow orange, sometimes a puzzle that 
War. He had been in Australia. He had sail- had t0 WOrked out before his next visit, but 
ed up to London, gone through the Mediter- the best of all was "The Book"—especially if 
ranean. the Red Sea, the Suez Canal. you COuld coax him to read just one more story. 
"Why, my Grandfather had been all over 
the world!" 
Grandfather could sing sailor songs. Captain 
Generally you could, for he had never really 
grown up himself. You didn't mind if, once in 
a while, he forgot "The Book," for he could tell 
Howe never sang. Grandfather could make toy stories just as well as he could read them 
boats. Captain Howe never did. Grandfather One of his favorites was about two explorers 
was tatooed on his arms. Captain Howe was who were looking for a hidden treasure some-
not. On one arm Grandfather had an anchor where in Alaska. One night they lost them-
in blue and red. The other arm had a heart, selves and sought shelter in a cave. It grew 
very vivid, pierced by a narrow. His initials, I colder and colder. Finally, the very words they 
remember, were done in green. What else he spoke froze in the air. The next spring a 
had I cannot remember, for he rarely rolled traveler entered this cave out of mere curiosity, 
up his sleeves. He had short whiskers, a large He had been here but a little while when he 
.  . .  .  1  , 11 .  J  TT»  l  i  U  .  .  . .  nnn ln in inx r  TTT V\ fn 1 rwl-nose, twinkling blue eyes and a bald head. He 
had been bald since the age of nineteen as a 
result of tropical fever. How he could work! 
How he could stand heat! 
All during the summer I heard the old 
sailors talk about boats and ships and seas. 
And so finally one day, when the Captain was 
present, I asked Grandfather why we couldn't 
build a boat. 
(Continued on page 6) 
Ultimately the lack of leisure is lack of spir­
itual integration. We flee to society, dull though 
it be, through the fear of the greater dullness 
of being alone. We hurtle along at breakneck 
speed, physically and spiritually, for fear of 
the drabness and futility we might feel if we 
slowed down.—Irwin Edman. 
"PEGASUS" 
By Emil Hoppe 
'Pegasus, thou winged spirit of the muses. 
To thee they owe their source of song and 
rhythm. 
To every dream or thought are flung their uses. 
Of all the universe their songs are sung. 
Your wild, fierce, rapid flight they follow, 
And soar in endless heights into the heavens 
Or gently drift in azure, breeze and cloudlets, 
And call on all the spirits of hope and love. 
Or paint a dream, a fancy's fruitful visage 
Of all the beauteous things in Heaven above. 
Then to a humble poet lend their usage, 
A gift of mind, an inspiration strong. 
as well as Father. Down on the floor he'd lie 
with his knees up to form a mountain. My sis­
ter and I took turns in climbing this mountain 
and sliding down with our arms straight out 
from the shoulders. If the mountain cared to, 
it might catch hold of us in our descent and 
prevent a somewhat too tempestuous landing. 
He surely made a lovely mountain, so nice and 
bouncy—he didn't give up right away, either. 
I'm really in doubt as to who had more fun. 
In answering to his call: "Who wants to go 
for a hike?", as many youngsters as were for­
tunate enough to be near would race for his 
hands. After peace had been established by 
promises of changing off we'd proceed on some 
of the most entertaining walks I've ever taken 
No bird escaped a name. He knew every one 
their songs, and their nests. I think because 
of him the sale of slingshots decreased in the 
proportion that birdhouses increased. Sometimes 
he would let us look at his little flower-book 
point out a picture of one of the flowers, and 
then challenge us to find one like it. 
I just wonder if he knows what a stimulus 
he was in developing the power of observation 
and appreciation. It is just the same today. 
If you are out-of-doors with him for a few min 
utes, you begin to see things never learned of 
before, and you can get nearer to wild animals 
when you are with him that you can at the 
zoo. Trees interest him, and his yard is a 
pleasure and a delight. The bird fountain is 
never empty and his tulips and cannas vie with 
any others in town. 
If you step inside his house, you'll want to 
sit right down and begin to read. One library 
wasn't enough to hold all his books—not medi­
cine books, either—indeed not—they are at the 
office—so he had to have two. Here is every­
thing from "The Illiad" down to "Babbitt" and 
"The Barb." His magazine table would do cred­
it to any public library. He says he has to lose 
himself in his books at times or the troubles, 
trials, and tribulations coming to his notice every 
day and night would drive him into melan­
choly. 
One of his patients expressed the idea that 
those who know him best entertain, when he 
said: "Maybe my boy is not very sick, but I'll 
feel better if Doc looks him over." That's it 
exactly! You can depend upon his diagnosis. 
It is not guess-work. 
When he greets you with: "Say, have you 
read Max Beerbohm's 'And Even Now?' You 
know you are not going to die—at least not 
until you have finished that book. 
But he has his faults! Dear me, yes! Just 
ask his wife, who has to pick up his magazines 
and paper that he never folds back in the or­
der of pages, and then too, he smokes, not a 
harmless, comfortable pipe, nor an aristocratic 
cigar—no, nothing but a "nasty cigarette," I'm 
Then to his ear, his thoughts, or vision, 
Lend him your spirit to guide his pen in song, tor learned quickly and could perform almost 
began to hear voices explaining where to look 
for a buried treasure. He listened intently. All I quoting his wife. How she hates them! Wheth-
at once he realized that the conversation that 
had taken place in the winter was just thaw­
ing out now. He found the treasure. 
Wonderful to relate, his visits did not cease 
during convalescence. I don't believe there is 
anything that did not interest him, and when 
garden time came he and Father spent many 
an evening in the back yard, puttering over 
bulbs, seedlings, shrubs, and flowers. The dis­
cussion usually ended in the kitchen, where 
they came to wash their hands. When the 
Doctor was seated, my sister and I regarded this 
as our signal and climbed up, one on each 
knee. In the twinkling of an eye out would come 
that magic pencil, and soon the pine-top table 
would present a host of living creatures, running 
dogs, bristling cats, and flying ducks with a 
hunter hidden in the rushes. The crowning 
point, however, was the tramp with his torn 
straw hat, from the hole of which protruded a 
tuft of hair. A pipe, from which rings of smoke 
wafted gracefully across the table and off, com­
pleted his outfit. He could bring forth any 
nationality. We never knew who was going to 
appear. That was the game: to guess whether 
the pencil would introduce us to Mike, Ikey, 
Peterchen, or John Chinaman. 
If bed-time was still a few minutes away 
and no sick-call to be made, the Doctor would 
jump up suddenly, remove from his pocket his 
watch and other valuables, and open his collar. 
We knew what that meant, and in a moment 
had our shoes off and our knit moccasins on. 
Now we were all ready for our romp. The Doc-
er because of the dangerous, deadly effect on 
the system or because of the little tiny holes that 
she finds in the front of his shirts—especially 
his brand new ones—I'm not ure. 
He is no business man and for a time seemed 
destined to land his family where his wife 
predicted. He forgot to send out bills—and as 
for doing it every month such an idea was ab­
horrent to him. Finally his wife induced him 
to engage the service of a collector. Between 
him and the office-girl things were straightened 
out. When collections come in—so far back 
that she can hardly remember their existence— 
he is as happy as a child and immediately be­
gins to plan to purchase a set of books or a new 
rug—until he mentions it to his wife. Then it 
his brand new ones—I'm not sure. 
One day he was called out to attend a 
family which he had taken care of all winter. 
This time he promised faithfully not to come 
home without compensation. My brother went 
with him and told me afterward that the hus­
band was in bed with a broken leg. His wife 
was trying to wait on him and take care of a. 
tiny baby in her arms at the same time. Four 
or five little heads gazed out at them from a 
bed in the kitchen. Instead of quilts or blankets, 
old carpets and coats formed their coverlets. 
When they were about to leave, the Doctor 
slipped what my brother thought was his bill 
for services into the woman's hand. But when 
she opened her hand, and in pure astonishment 
let it fall to the floor, he saw that it was a ten 
dollar bill. 
No, the Doctor was not a business man. 
By Elaine Magnuson 
The village sewing circle met at the home 
of the Dah sisters one sultry summer after­
noon. Members of the sewing circle were very 
much excited, as they expected that this meet­
ing would be very unlike their usual gatherings. 
One of the members, Miss Utah, had informed • 
them that she planned to bring her guest, Min­
nie Sota. In anticipation of her visit, they had 
paid particular attention to their personal ap­
pearance, as they wished to make a "good im- • 
pression." They knew very little about Miss 
3ota, and for that reason they looked forward 
to making her acquaintance. 
As one after the other of the members ar­
rived, they expressed their curiosity as to the 
personality, habits, dress, and general appearance 
of Miss Sota. Neva Dah and Flory Dah. the 
hostesses, expressed as much wonder about her 
as any one else. 
Because Miss Utah and her guest were late 
in arriving, the members of the sewing circle 
had ample time in which to give their conjec­
tures about her. Miss Arey Zona, who was 
known to be the town gossip, expressed her ideas 
very conclusively in this way, "I, for one, think 
she must be a very funny person. No doubt she 
is fair-skinned and blonde as most Scandina­
vians are. They have so little sunshine there 
that I suppose they are not very tanned. I-
am sure that she has an enormous appetite just 
as all Scandinavians and Eskimos have." 
"I don't understand why that should be true,'v 
said Ida Hoe. "I think she must be dark-skin-' 
ned, tall, and black haired like an Indian, for 
i learned, from my history books that many 
Indians live there. I wonder if she hunts for. 
her food as the Indians do?" 
"My dear," answered Arey, oh, so sarcastically, 
I am not doubting your intelligent perusal of 
your history books, but I read a story about 
Miss Seta's part of the country which told all 
about the Scandinavians who lived there. It did 
not mention Indians at all." 
About this time, Cally Fornia decided that 
she had better change the subject of their con­
versation a bit, for she was afraid that her two 
friends would enter into too heated an argu­
ment. With a sunny smile, she asked, "Hadn't 
we better wait until Miss Utah and her guest 
arrive before we discuss her appearance? I 
know I am very ignorant as to her personal 
characteristics. I have been more curious about 
the climate in which she lives, and about the 
sources of their food supply. I can't imagine 
anyone living in such a cold part of the country. 
What do you suppose they do to keep warm?" 
"Perhaps they have to wear fur clothing all 
Flory Dah. "That would seem, to me, to be 
the only thing to do when they do not have 
the wonderful sunshine that we have." 
Hastily Neva Dah spoke up, for she knew 
that if her sister, Flory, and Cally Fornia started 
to compare the benefits of the sunshine in their 
respective parts of the country, there would be 
no end to the argument. "I think I see Miss. 
Utah and her guest coming now. Don't you 
think we had better be talking about something 
else when Miss Sota enters?" 
The ladies readily agreed, and the usual" 
meaningless chatter was heard when Miss Utah 
and her guest entered. The members looked 
and looked at Miss Sota without deciding who 
had been right in the argumentation which 
had preceded her arrival. 
After the introductions had been made, there 
was an embarrassed silence, which no one seemed 
to wish to break. At last Ida Hoe could stand 
it no longer, and she burst out with the ques­
tion, "I want to know if there are any Indians 
still living where you live?" Pleasantly, Minnie 
Sota answered that there were many Indians 
still living in her part of the country. At this 
reply, Ida Hoe turned to Arey Zona, and looked ' 
at her as much as to say, "There, I told you so." 
Not to be out-done, Miss Zona asked, "Aren't 
you almost over-run by Swedes?" 
Minnie Sota replied with a smile, "We are 
not over-run by them, although our population 
is made up of many of the Nordic races. We 
have residents who have come from every con­
tinent and who belong to every race." 
This seemed to clear up the matter of the" 
citizens in that region. Flory Dah and Cally 
Fornia had not forgotten their dispute, how­
ever, and Cally immediately asked Miss Sota • 
questions regarding the clothing, the food, and 
the homes of her community. At these ques­
tions, Minnie Sota laughed. "I don't blame you 
for being puzzled. I was just as curious about 
you when I' first came here. I am going to 
tell you frankly what I believed about you. Per­
haps, after that, I can explain conditions in my 
own community. I expected Arey Zona to be 
an Indian wrapped in some brightly colored 
blankets. I was mistaken, however. I find that 
(Continued on page 6) 
(FROM FOURTH-FLOOR WINDOWS By May Tangen 
Beyond the campus and the town lies a vistaed 
city slate-greyed and hazed against the sun-' 
set. 
The sun has set over us, but there lingers the 
brightness of day concentrated now in the 
panes of the windows of tall buildings and 
in the crosses of churches. 
Do the people in the tall buildings know that 
all the day's brightness is being heaped 
upon them? Or are they still looking at 
the papers on their desks? 
Look up, people, you are being blessed with an 
infinite blessing of beauty. Be there at your 
windows and let God give you his sunset 
smile. 
For the blessing is yours for the taking; rise 
now from your desks and receive it. 
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COLLEGE PROBLEMS 
By Adele Jensen 
The Idea of writing on some weighty and 
pressing collegiate or educational question ap­
palls. I absolutely am not possessed of the deep 
understanding and reasoning power nor the 
knowledge requisite to the treatment of any sub­
ject of this nature. Nor have I the ability to 
develop. In an hour or so, the former, if it can 
be developed at all, nor the time to acquire 
even the most superficially encyclopedic or Book 
of Knowledge-ish knowledge of such a subject. 
For these very good reasons I have aban­
doned very serious thought, and have decided 
upon dealing with some college problems which, 
while not of such gravity, still are very troubling 
to the general peace of mind of a normal stu­
dent body . These problems, these nasty little 
flies in the ointment, infest every walk of life. 
We see evidences of them in the daily comic 
strips in "My Pet Peeve," "Things We Could Do 
Without," "Every Office Has One," and other 
vents of emotion along the same lines. They 
are those people who possess certain character 
traits which render them very disagreeable to 
their fellow-beings, and, more particularly, in 
the manifestation with which I am dealing now, j 
to their fellow-students. Needless to say. every 
person on the campus becomes a "college prob-
lem at one time or another. "What," I said, looking over the seven young 
To achieve my end, I have compiled a list men who eat at the same table with me, "is 
THE SAME PATTERN 
By Wilson Dokken 
of a very few, comparatively speaking, things 
that have spotted up my otherwise spotless days 
i, for nigh onto three years now. Others as near 
the saturation point of grievances as myself 
have helped me to some extent. If my tale is 
at times incoherent, lay the blame at the door 
of those same pests, for they render my very 
reasoning incoherent. 
I may as well begin with the first on my 
list. It's as good a starting point as any. And 
it happens to be the "old grad," the "hanger-on" 
who stays around the campus gloating over "the 
team we used to have when I was in school." 
Then we come to the person who studies too 
much for his own good and that of everyone 
else in his classes. Along with him we might 
mention him who says, "I got 95 in that test. 
What did you get!?"; the teacher's pet, the 
"apple-polisher," the bluffer who argues with 
wrong with the American system of college edu­
cation?" 
There was no answer, so I continued in 
my task of dishing out food. At last when all 
plates were filled and every fork was about to 
be lifted I got an answer. 
"Everything," said John, laying down his 
fork. 
"Be more explicit," I begged. 
"Well," said John, "let me present this sim­
ile: 'A college life takes us all for a four-year 
ride and at the end of that time tells us all 
to get out and walk'." 
"I have heard that story three times this 
week," I protested, "and I don't like it. It doesn't 
prove anything." 
"Listen," said John seriously, "college is sup­
posed to be training us for some goal, yet none 
of us. including all the educators in the country, 
Illustrated By Rudolph Bergstrom 
the "prof" just for the sake of doing it, the | know for what purpose." 
person who studies only when a teacher is in 
the library, and all the efficient organizers. 
That's a big load off my mind, and I can go 
on to some others—the conceited person, the 
professional cut-up, the gossip, the supercilious, 
the snoop, prudes, goody-goodies, uncouth people, 
reformers, loud people, shallow people, people for- \, ta" """ 
ever trying to attract attention, gushers, brag- ' ' 
gers, and copy cats. 
Some offences are peculiar to girls, some to 
men. Of the former, the most outstanding are 
the boy-crazy, the painted girl, the athletic girl 
who talks of nothing else, the girl who always 
wins bridge prizes and tells about it, the jilted 
girl filled with self 
a locket with a 
"However," I continued, "whether any of you 
have much faith in college or not, here you are. 
Now just exactly for what purpose are you here?" 
"I," said John, "am here because there is 
no other place to be." 
"What other purposes have we," I asked. 
"I c n earn by living here and I can't at 
If I play good football 
in the spring it means I will be able to earn 
j my living another year at college." 
"I am here because I have nothing to do at 
home," said Tommy. 
"I don't want to spend the rest of my life 
on a farm," added Bob. 
If-pity, and the girl who wears f0r me'" repUed Henry and Ar_ 
picture in it, a football, or a 0 , 
boy's wrist watch. Some glaring male weaknesses . , ' you ere or- sal<* one °* 
show up in the lady-killer, the time-honored the }?**• addressing me. 
crooner, the fellow who fills the function of an 
information bureau about every girl in school, 
the collector of purses, compacts, earrings, brace­
lets, etc., the boy who carries pictures in places 
from which they are liable to fall, and last and 
worst of all, the fellow who says, "May I take 
you HOME?" 
Most of the faults are common to both sexes. 
The worst, or a few of the worst are: "steadies" 
who have no topic of conversation but each oth­
er, people who knock one's knees out from be­
hind, the chiseler of pennies especially, the per- 11 mentally recorded" that* aTTirst* 
"I came to college for two reasons," I be­
gan. "First, I wanted to learn whether it would 
be of value or not. Second, I had always plan­
ned to." 
"Now that you are almost through, do you 
believe that it has been worth your time?" 
"Before I can answer that," I said, "let us 
decide more definitely the purpose of an educa­
tion at college." 
"Can't we call one of the purposes just 
learning?" replied Bob. 
There was a general nodding of heads, so 
son with a very obviously developed line and 
technique, the dual-personality whose wings turn 
into horns off the campus, the two-faced per­
son, the person who says, "Guess who!" over the 
telephone, or "Don't do anything I wouldn't 
"Then," continued Arthur, "there is the great 
social value of college that we all have heard 
so much about." 
Again there was a general nodding of heads. 
'And thirdly," said Jonn, "college life is 
d°!; °J- "Be,®°?dl" or "^e,'e,,were yo" ^ i soing to make us all better citizens.' 
night? or "What do you thmk? or "O. K." or ..If there ^ no other purpose of coiiege," i 
a dozen others along the same pattern, people 
who test reflexes for want of something better 
to do, one-track minds, stubborn thinkers, peo­
ple who either forget the point of stories or 
said, "let us stop and look at the first. What is 
this learning?" 
"Facts," replied John, "a few facts which we 
all could have learned in six weeks of good else explain them the person who has the lead study ^ years when we should have Bhad 
i r-» OI'OMF nlaif ariri HAOCYI f hoiro f I WIo fn not /-viLr 1 . _ , v lluu six weeks. I believe that an American college 
is the greatest institution in the country for 
just pure waste of time." 
There was a general acceptance, so I tried 
to break away from that thought. 
"I wonder," began Tommy, "that if after 
we removed all the sugar coating we wouldn't 
find that it is still a matter of learning to 
read and write, spell and talk?" 
"If that is the purpose," said Arthur, "I 
frankly believe it has failed. Read, why, the 
average college student does not, of his own 
will, read five books during his four years at 
college." 
"You are right," said Harry. 
"As to writing," continued Arthur, "perhaps 
that isn't so important, but ask any faculty 
in every play and doesn't have time to get out 
of character in between times, library pests, 
people who muss up my hair, people who always 
laugh at the wrong time, people who chew gum 
when I haven't any, anyone with knees who 
sits behind me at a game, the person who always 
has an excuse, the person who always is late, 
and the person who always has my favorite news­
paper. 
There ,are a few other things which irritate 
me greatly, only indirectly responsible to indi­
viduals. Representative examples are: bow ties, 
baby talk, adjectives, runs in stockings, last 
year's white sport oxfords, "zippers" on blouses 
and. incidentally, the people who persist in 
"zipping" them, unfastened overshoes, Owl alum­
ni or their equivalents, army shoes or bedroom 
sliDDerc twisted stocking seams blank exDres member a*>ut a college student's writing. How .suppers, twisted stocxing seams, Dianx expres- can a teachei. read it when the student himself 
sions, and initials carved in desks. 
Now lastly, in self-defense, I must mention 
the "knocker," who is the worst offender of all, 
and I certainly must plead guilty to this crime 
along with several others of those before listed. 
I know that it is awfully small of me to allow 
myself to be bothered by these trifles, and still 
smaller of me to give way and make my griev­
ances public. But after all, I'm only human, 
and would very likely go mad if I considered 
only the consequental affairs of the world all 
the time. Then too, the effect cannot be re­
moved without the cause being done away with 
first. So in order to get rid of "knockers," we 
must first clear up all the petty things that ilk 
people. I am sure that I have no recipe for 
doing this. All I can do is to do my best to 
mount above my meaner self and smile on the 
people who irk me. Perhaps it wouldn't be such 
a difficult task, if I could relieve my feeling 
periodically as I have now done. 
Look at the punctuation of a college 
I will wager that if you compare an 
can not? 
student, l n
eighth grade class with a college senior class 
you won't be able to tell which is the college 
class and which the eighth grade." 
"Well," I said, "you all seem to be agreed 
that the returns of four years of college are 
very scanty in regard to these lines. I know 
you will admit it has taught us how to talk." 
"We have all learned some slang," said Bob. 
"I don't know that it has added so much to 
our vocabulary that is worth while. However, 
what is the value of our talk if we have not 
anything valuable to say? No one will admit 
fhat there is much thought behind a college 
student's opinion. We seem to have lost out 
again." 
"Do any of you realize," said John slowly, 
"that actual thinking, concise, progressive, clear 
thinking is not the least necessary for a success­
ful college career? The average college student 
does as little thinking as he does reading. Yet, 
I don't wish to be too harsh. He doesn't have 
to. If he memorizes a few facts in each class, 
finds some good authority from which to copy 
his term paper, and then see that it gets in on 
time, he can almost be assured of a fairly good 
grade." 
"The more I think about the matter," con­
tinued John, "the more I am convinced that 
ninety per cent of all college students fall into 
one or two classes. There is that one class of 
students who never know anything and never 
will. Then there is that class of students very 
similar—the professional student, the student who 
finally learned the technic of getting good marks 
and nothing else. He, like the failing student, 
doesn't have to do any more reading, doesn't 
have to do any more thinking and once out 
of the classroom there is nothing to differen­
tiate between the two." 
"That was a long speech," I added. "How­
ever, let us consider the next point." 
In regard to that." said Harry, "everyone 
has excused our lack of learning by saying that 
it has been compensated by the great social 
value we are obtaining. What is this social 
value we are getting?" 
"Contact with fellow students," I answered. 
"Yes." admitted Harry, "but now consider 
the fact that we are all very much alike. There 
isn't a great deal of difference between us. 
Now, if all, or at least most of our contacts are 
with students who are equally unlearned or ig­
norant as ourself " 
"You mean just as dumb as we are," added 
BUI. 
"Perhaps that expresses it better," admitted 
Harry. "If all our contacts are with people 
equally as dumb as ourselves—what is the value 
of this contact?" 
It surely isn't much," admitted Arthur. 
Consider these so-called heart-to-heart 
talks, these sessions that we have at different 
times," said Bob. 
"You consider them," replied Bill. 
"What do you talk about at one of these 
so-called valuable sessions?" 
"Oh, mostly athletics, sometimes religion and 
a few other things." 
"Exactly," said Harry, "same old subjects 
with some old opinions and prejudices that we 
always have had. Have you ever found any 
constructive or orderly thinking at such a ses­
sion? Did you ever know of such a session to 
start from a certain point and aim for a par­
ticular goal?" 
'No,' admitted Bob. "If we had more in­
formal contact with our teachers perhaps that 
would help." 
"It undoubtedly would," I replied. 
"I move the presiding officer direct us to 
the next point," began Bill. 
"Thank you," I replied. "Will all those who 
have learned to be better citizens here at col­
lege please stand?" 
No one stood. 
"What?" I began. "Are there no better citi­
zens here? What is the reason?" 
"I haven't learned anything about citizen­
ship at college that I couldn't have picked up 
out in the world," said Tommy. 
Let us see," I began, "three of you men 
here should have voted for the first time last 
year. Did you do it?" 
No one had. I shook my head with a sigh. 
"Listen," began Tommy, "I don't believe that 
citizenship is something that you can get hi 
college. It is something you have to obtain bv 
yourself." 
"I agree with you," I said. "Notwithstand­
ing, all the educators pride themselves on the 
great citizenship training of an education." 
(Continued on page 7) 
The yes man had no,place in the pioneer 
tradition. . . . His opinions may have been 
frequently deplorable, his acts often crude and 
peremptory, but he was free to be true to the 
best he knew—and so, by the Eternal! a man, 
and not a rubber stamp—Stuart Chase. 
THE FAIR COED 
By Evelyn McGrann 
The fair coed is deep in thought, 
A frown is on her brow. 
The music of her girlish laugh— 
But rarely ripples now. 
She starts and mutters to herself; 
With wild distracted looks; 
Declines to share the midnight spread, 
And quite ignores her books. 
Oh does some problem erudite 
Her youthful mind engage, 
Some knotty point in Homer's song 
Or Plato's polished page? 
Of neither does she think at all, 
I'm sorry to confess; 
Sire's merely planning how to make 
Her graduation dress. 
I WISH 
By Eleanor Laing 
I wish I were a little bird; 
Why, I could have some fun. 
Gee, I'd never have to stay inside 
Because the day was done. 
I'd never have to wash my face 
Or neck, or ears, or such. 
I'd sit up all night if I wished 
And not be scared—not much! 
I think it'd be a lot of fun 
To never have to hurry. 
If company'd come I'd fly away. 
I'll say, I wouldn't worry. 
But, say, I'd hate to have the food 
That all birds like to eat. 
I think i'il just be my ownseli'; 
Mother's meals are hard to beat. 
By Enid Pederson 
The heart of Julia grew heavy and bitter 
as she watched long day upon day drag on to 
become finally a part of the irretrievable past. 
From sunrise to sunset her life was bounded by 
narrow, dull routine—on one side by the small 
bake-shop in which she earned her poor living, 
and on the other by the wretched, tiny apart­
ment above it. 
In the shop she padded ceaselessly back and 
forth, arranging and re-firranging her small 
cakes and her penny rolls for which customers 
became less and less frequent, and sometimes 
muttering sharp reproaches after the slovenly 
figure of Anna, who toiled monotonously above 
the ovens in the fetid kitchen just off the shop. 
At intervals a shrill, quavering voice would call 
her to the rooms above, and Julia would hurry 
up the creaking steps to put another frugal log 
on the fire or to bring stale cakes and tea to 
her mother—a still figure who usually sat hud­
dled before the small fire place. 
Invariably the mother would ask if the cakes 
were three or four days old. "Somebody would 
buy, Julia, if you offered these at half-price. 
Feel; they are not too hard. Put them out 
again at a cent each." And she would poke each 
one greedily, licking her fingers for the crumbs 
when she had finished. But Julia, unheeding, 
would eat them hastily and gulp her tea, snatch­
ing the last cake, while her mother painfully 
picked up each crumb in order that none might 
be wasted. 
And each night Julia would carry up the 
pitiful cash drawer and the mother would pore 
over its contents. "Here," she would say, "take 
enough for tomorrow's flour—and you can do 
without the butter. Sugar is dear and we must 
put the icing: on as thinly as possible. Tell that 
slut in the kitchen we can't afford extravagance 
Extravagance is sin!" Then she would glance 
fiercely up at her daughter, her small, malevo­
lent eyes revealing an anxious fear. 
Seldom did Julia's resentment reveal itself, 
for she was too much dominated, too phlegmatic 
to burn with any lasting, bitter flame. But 
one cold, dank night as her mother hunched as 
usual over the cash box, her hatred flared up 
uncontrollably. She began to whine and sigh. 
"What's the matter with you, Mother? 
There's enough there for wood and coal, and 
yet we shiver here all winter long. The soles 
of my shoes are thin—Give me money for shoes, 
and warn gloves, and meat. Mother! We used 
to have meat, and this and that, and pretty 
clothes—" Her voice rose and fell in a despond­
ent wail. 
Then she thought, "If she were to die I 
should be free—free! I should do as I pleased!" 
But she dared not pursue further the ugly 
| thought. She saw her mother regarding her 
fearfully, discerning her thought. 
Julia, my child," she replied, "we are poor. 
If we do not count every penny we shall be in 
the streets. You speak as though we had money. 
We have none—we have none, I tell you—none!" 
She became angry, and the last words were ve­
hement. Then she turned to discover their 
effect upon her daughter, but Julia was more 
stolid than before her outburst. 
But one evening, upon entering the worn, 
bare rooms, Julia found that the stingy fire 
had gone out and that the air was chill and 
| damp. Thinking her mother asleep, she said 
nothing, but knelt to blow upon any embers that 
might remain. Glancing up as she did so, she 
was struck by the unnatural pose her mother 
has assumed, and shrank away frightened, until 
i she noticed the strong-box lying in her mother's 
; lap. Julias first thought wTas of the money. 
Had they some of which she knew nothing? 
j She suspected as much. Now was an excellent 
opportunity to find out. 
Visions of a well-groomed Julia entered her 
mind. With infinite cunning she removed the 
: box, carried it into the hall, and opened it. 
I The sight of its contents slaked her thirsty 
soul, for her hungry eyes feasted greedily upon 
wealth—gold she had never dreamed of pos­
sessing. Then the remembrance of a still fig­
ure and a dead fire brought terror to her heart. 
She hastened back, anticipating she knew not 
what, dreading to know the truth, yet half-
hoping what she feared might be true. She 
was not long in suspense; a first horrified glance 
took in the cold frigidity of the figure, and a 
closer regard brought home the ghastly certain­
ty. Her mother was dead. 
Julia's first action after the sickening reali­
zation was to tush headlong to the steps, call­
ing frantically, until she heard the responding 
footsteps of the wretched Anna. Then the ex­
pression on her face changed, grew from one 
of ghastly horror to one of bewilderment, and 
her glance roved in stupid surprise over the fa­
miliar objects in the room, but stopped suddenly 
upon encountering the money box. 
When Anna entered, she was re-arranging 
linen in a low cupboard at the end of the room. 
She turned hastily; then assuming an air of 
pious sorrow, she pointed at the still figure. 
"She's dead, Anna," she said. "Poor soul! 
She will have such a miserable coffin, for we 
are too poor for anything better." 
Arrangements were quickly made with the 
authorities, who pronounced slow starvation as 
the cause of death, and plans for the simple 
funeral were easily accomplished. But Julia sat 
up late tliat night, gloating over the money 
which shone and glittered in the flickering candle 
light. 
And early the next morning she hurried 
down. 
"Look here, Anna, we shall have to be twice 
as careful from now on. Half as much butter 
would do just as nicely, and Anna, spread the 
icing very thin. Mother's funeral will take very 
much money." 
As she turned to remount the stairs, the 
suggestion of stealthincss which had hung about 
her for some time now took concrete shape in 
a crafty, cunning expression which seemed to 
fix itself permanently upon her face. 
Thus did Julia come to the sam" pattern. 
The truth is that, instead of inventing "Vic-
! torianism," the Victorians engaged in incessant 
warfare against the cant and hypocrisy they in­
herited from the m u.Un sent.menta.ity of the 
eighteenth century.—Howard Mumford Jones. 
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HE KNEW 
(Continued from page 3) 
mayor, while "Hermy" drove the dray 
wagon. ., 
No sooner had young Peterson ambl­
ed Into town than Henry Dodds, be-
ine a clvlc-minded Individual, decided 
that the growing town of Dudley 
would soon need a bank. Consequent­
ly, being fully ^ble oi^^cmg 
The Faith Of A Student 
Having had Christ the Savior 
preached to me from my earliest cog­
nizance of theological matters, it is 
with great reluctance that I would see 
Him ousted before the avalanche of 
scientific proof which would deny his 
deity. The theory of evolution has 
suchTn1enterprise"'Henry Dodds read- convinced me of the impracticability 
Uy transformed Herman's new-found the 0rti10(i0x story of creation; phil-
friend, young Peterson, from M am- ^phy has taught me to disbelieve in 
bitlous unknown to that all powenui 
factor of a pioneer community—the 
t0lll additkm, it was Hermy always 
the Trinity—in the God-head of three; 
but because the idea of Christ has 
been so firmly bred in me, I am not In ion n j, ui jo ^ r
and forever grinning beau - uble to relinquish Him as a personal 
•«— »  
was Hermy who had been their best „ie that He is as illogical as the crea-
man. Then, only nineteen years. af- Uon the Trinity. I am not yet 
ter, when their only child, Elizabe i. to be^ve with George Bernard 
SfleSSn ye^it^as again Her- Shaw that Jesus is merely another 
man Dodds. still the engaging beau- ugure in a long, succession of gods 
brummel, who had openly adored the onceiVed in the human brain and set 
young Elizabeth. ,p as man's savior, each one of which 
BJsabeth1 had niii down to the is an improvement on the preceding 
man, •' . , _ woe . Un inHmotao fV»ot oc man s minri God. He inti ates that as an's ind 
grew and developed, his conception of 
God improved. Yet I disagree with 
Mr. Shaw when he assures us, in his 
'Adventures of the Black Girl in Her 
Search for God," that the time is now 
ripe for a new and better conception 
depot, for the new depot agent was 
cosmopolitan-minded, dark, and twen­
ty- and so it happened that Herman 
Dodds never married the young Eliza­
beth. In fact, he never married at 
all. But during the next fourteen 
years, Elizabeth acquired eleven chil-, 
dren—eleven children that Old Man 
Peterson, in behalf of his daUohter j ^ God> and lhat it is time for Christ 
J^e^hSK^tennincd "to 'see land the Trinity to go, along with oth-
well-fed and clean. As the years went er old-fashioned institutions and im-
bv the old r"an moved to a smaller ^djmena, into the intellectual junk 
house. Then, with unexpected seren-
lty, a pair of twins bowed themselves 
into the picture. Granddaddy letL'r~ Uncertainty as to my actual beliefs 
son tried to think and to J;'1 auses me to hesitate in expressing my 
^^i^thft UrerTwas6 after all. opinions. Nevertheless, it seems ne-
mdte a surplus of money in the State essary to me that I should now search 
Bank of Dudley. And so. until the ay ferret out old doubts and 
year nineteen hundred twenty-nine, ;UperstjfjonSi au- my opinions to see 
MS^o£dri^WgaApril day he had vhich are sound or which are to be 
bumped into Herman Dodds on the hrown out, dust off my code of right 
sidewalk and seen Dodds looking at ind wrong, and in general thoroughly 
him without one glimmer of a smile. ;xamine and b need be, revise my 
It was the first time Dodds i • present quota of religious behefs. It 
nitiraQ11 They°hadbCp^ssed by each oth- pleases me to begin with a premise 
{•""however, and Dodds had said noth- ;nade in the seventeenth century by 
ing, done nothing. .he French philosopher, Descartes. He 
Nevertheless, °M®i ,Pe'f^!on Irishes to prove to himself the exist-
fSerWlh?d"hadrroneci1J half -sleeping, mce of God. Surprisingly (since he 
away and awakened to a bleak fall; a of the seventeenth century) he dis-
the winter had been cold, silent, and credits the orthodox story of creation, 
dead. That is, it had been silent un- believes in a supreme being. His 
til the second of February On that| 
whether, as Descartes supposes, he is a 
super-being in whom resides every 
perfection, or whether, indeed, he is a 
kindly, sympathetic and just God who 
watches the flight of every sparrow. 
The very fact of existence gives me 
proof of some manner of god. That 
is the one truth which I can estab­
lish to my satisfaction. I now lay it 
back on the ground floor of my mind 
as a foundation upon which to build 
other beliefs and opinions. 
One issue that faces me is the man­
ner of creation. Milton's version of 
Paradise, which Adam and Eve so 
T HE  GUEST 
tragically lost, attracts me poetically. —L- -
but does not convicne me; the biolo- porous farmers daughter. Am I 
gists' amoeba repells me both poetic- A nod from Miss Hoe 
(Continued from page 4) 
she is a pleasantly tanned young per­
son who seems to have a decidedly 
far-away look in her eyes. No doubt 
she has received these characteristics 
from a life spent in the sunny out­
doors, and for the contemplation of 
the beautiful sunsets which I have 
been told are seen in her community." 
"What did you imagine about me?" 
asked Ida Hoe, whose curiosity again 
was shown by this question. 
"I had heard of the sheep ranches 
near your home, Miss Hoe. For that 
reason, I expected to see you wear­
ing a cow-boy like riding togs, and 
to see you riding upon a pony. Again 
I was mistaken, for I find that you 
are much like one of my own people. 
I should judge that you are a pros-
as­
sured her that her statement had been 
ally and logically. I prefer Will Dur- correct 
ant's vast conception of a whirling 
moss of energy—out in the vacuum of 
space and time—from the loosening 
"To continue," said Minne Sota, "I 
expected Miss Neva Dah to be especi­
ally unattractive. I had always be-u uuuc iiu wi uwciuu - - — - «»*» «« \ZEa?£Jg. SSSP&'Za'S-
universes of suns and moons, stars and - - • • *• 
planets. Mr. Durant, however, offers 
Illustrated by Dorothy Hoel 
Going on from there—I do not 
doubt that there IS a god, but I won­
der whether he is an all pervading, 
natural force, as scientists insist, or 
A Dilemma, Continued Midland Sailors, Continued 
within the imperfect being—since it 
is impossible for a cause to be infer­
ior to the effect—but is put into the 
human brain by the perfect being—or 
God. Descartes goes on to say, "I did 
t year, ine i -—— — — — ®— not create myself, since I am imper-
l -sl i . en  f . i i l  i   fect> for b j had created myself I 
" full: I ic r>f t  t t  t r )  i - would have given myself all the per­
fections—I would have been infinite, 
February un •••— -— eternal, immutable. There exists. 
f thethfCtenk°had ' quietly, without whole theory revolves about the idea then> a perfect being who has given 
warning! closed its doors, so lifting the of perfection. One has within oneself, me existence.® 
oppression of winter; for with the clos- he said> the idea or conception of 
Ing of those doors, no one taiked any perfects yet a human being is very 
*Dud£ was hurled at Old imperfect; therefore, it follows that 
Man Peterson the trusted one who this conception does not arise from 
had taken the village funds as his °wn 
Stolidly. Old Man Peterson had en­
dured the anger of the community 
endured it for a month, knowing that 
nothing could be proved. Bfit graau- must al! have "We can use it on the river," I ex ally growing more painful, memories say^ cab dnvere must an na ed Grandfather looked at the 
°C^dSho\aaHeUSyTcefa fo" ££££taS aCaptain. Captain looked at me. Noth-
Dodds who had deliberately i J- whole world. Moreover, a taxi cab is mg more was said, 
tune at the hands of llih ' , Rolis-Rovce and the owner Nevertheless, on the following day 
friend, and who still loafed on th off the natlonalTlebt I noticed Grandfather and Captain street corner, not any longer as th Btrjqng to payon: tne ™ a n and scheming. They took me 
village Wol. but as a humped and ^sojthejare& ^ ^  thel;, confidenCe-they couldn't 
coarse-voiced, vacantly gr _ driver dislikes parking in convenient- elude me. They were going to build 
man. . . , i_ Hark without undue renumer- a boat—a dory they called it. it was 
Old Man Peterson did not think an} ition menton that he is as going to be a sail boat. I was dis-
more; he did not rea^P» *' 0'mc in SUCh a spot as a fifth at appointed. I wanted a large ship— avoided his friends. Then late one welcome in such a spot as a nun a ^^ NewcasUe Kmg that Grand. 
afternoon when squalls of dirt went onu0 . father talked about, or like the London 
swirling across the road, he had driven street cars are instruments of Sa- [jassy that Captain had first com-
recklessly across the newly graded road tan. This is a plain statement of fact manded 
a mile east of town; he had been pull- not in any sense of the word an ar- Thg p')ans went ahead, soon we were 
ed, fighting, from a burninu car, ami gument. If a Person be one muiiu busi] at worlc xhe captain sawed 
holding off his would-be rescuers, han .ate they have left one minute ear j . ,.nd hammered_ Grandfather cut and 
been swallowed up by the whirling dirt, if he is in a hurry they are late. il gewed eanvas j covered myself with 
burned and dazed, but grimly deter- the unwary yoyageur stands up in the ^ ,llal was b£ used for caulking 
mined, he had flung himseU into the aisie the yeUow-perd will^^wanlyuome thg and they both admitted 
wind. All night he had faced such a to a dead stop and the unwitUng p had dQne a good j0b. Try as we 
storm as sweeps only across bare fields senger needs must obey the inflexible did ^ conceal it the news soon es 
when March goes mad. Around him j law of gravity. I 
he had watched flickering headlights If an the time the student body of 
no concrete suggestion about the crea 
tion of human life. That, to me, will 
remain a mystery which no Biblical 
passage, nor scientific explanation can 
quite solve. An omnipotent god creat­
ed worlds and peoples—how, I am not 
able to know. (Enough for me that 
he did.) 
I find that I do not want to ques­
tion the "validity" of Jesus Christ 
as the Son of God and the Savior of 
mankind. Man Ukes the idea of a 
personal god—a merciful intercessor 
between oneself and a righteous diety. 
Christ performs this office to ortho­
dox mankind's entire satisfaction. 
Looking at the matter from another 
angle, one could say that, believing 
in an impersonal natural force, one 
could not reasonably believe in a "day 
of reckoning," and that therefore, any 
type of a mediator is unnecessary. 
I, however, cannot help feeling the 
need of this personal savior, as I can­
not help feeling the need for wor­
shiping something closer to me than 
the too vast, overpowering conception 
of the natural force, or control, which 
governs worlds. Let G. B. Shaw write 
volumes on the antiquated state of 
Christ; let scientists prove conclusively 
the impossibility of the immaculate 
conception. I need a tangible ideal In 
which to place my faith, and Christ 
embodies that ideal. 
I meteri iin w n i  n  i l  t n e  l i m e  m e  i u u i .  o u u j  • •  
with the impenetrable gloom I one college such as I attend, and it's 
1 x,.. - 1 . r. Anile ftf COil rfVl —• l.iL.nl.. am. nil f. nil rtrtl cViru 11 rl Ho 
battle tui —i —® 
Eind heard the anxious calls of search­
ers go unanswered. Then, worn out 
with terror and doubt, he had stumbled 
In a plowed furrow and slept there. 
In the morning he had been taken 
a relatively small school, should be 
devoted to walking, what a healthy-
group we would be! 
- w . . . . Ah, walking! Walking in the moon-
1 walking on the sun-drenched 
lome, unresisting, deadened to praise sideWalks in' spring. How keen are 
a man «P 
aefore, with nunii rous i . . . braces one up like the shower he has 
imiable good ^hfo) wgddin ® |^ to take to clean off the South Dakota 
"HffllLfDodd!, too had on to his manly figure by 
sent his good wishes and a gift—a 
dirt wafted  t  is l  fi r   
, „„A a the balmy breezes that are supposed 
,ueer a golden wed- to do something to a young man's enro­
ling anniversary. j  u o n s !  
Herman Dodds was strange, thought I believe, of a verity, that i: Lady-
Did Man Peterson. He turned away 
from the window and looked again 
it the scattered ashes on the floor. 
He wondered wearily if Herman Dodds 
caped. Every one in the village grew 
concerned. The weekly newspaper car­
ried a long story—the most important 
news of the week. As weeks went on 
the boat began to appear. The planks 
disappeared. A skeleton ship came, 
finally a real boat evolved. 
One day, while on an errand for 
nails, I was rudely shocked. At last 
the storm in the distance would come. 
It happened in this manner. 
I was in the hardware store buying 
nails. The hardware man was busy 
talking, but I was giving little atten­
tion. 
"Well, Bobby, how's the boat com­
ing?" he asked. 
"Oh, fine," I replied. 
"Who is going to be the captain?" 
he went on. 
X stood still. Who was going to be 
Macbeth had trod as many uneven the captain? I started back thinking 
. . . . , T - • T„ XAMAAM A A A fHo T about the problem. Who would be 
captain? Captain Howe was a real 
captain, but my Grandfather was the 
best sailor in the world. I thought 
of all the past situations. What was 
it Grandfather had said time and 
sidewalks during her whole career as 
I have in the last two months, we rp ni u nciuuui i-aaiuo
•ere grinning—if Herman Dodds, per- would have had no sleep-walking scene, 
aps. thought that gift was funny she would have stayed In bed like a 
tut still, he knew, he knew without respectable person to do her dreaming .. • • 
tiinking. that Dodds was grinning ami wandering around on a again—"There was a blmkin lot o 
hat he did think it was funny—well, rather tnai w g things he could learn Captam Howe 
laybe not funny; but, at least, some- pair of appendages much ovei-woikec. about Ships." Captain Howe—often I 
hing to grin for. and developing queer growths here heard him say. "Your grandfather is 
Old Man Peterson kicked aside the and there. a fine sailor, Bobby—a real sailon 
shes. He wanted to go outside and without tracing this tragic exvolu- Jtfor Bobbv but he 
S?. M^hepXd the6 cover'off jlion « coined this word myself to ex- ^ any captain."'" ' " .J straight ahead." 
, cardboard box and stared at a suit press backward change) I believe wl i watched the completion of t : sat down dazed. I felt a breeze 
if dirt v. patched whiter underwear have descended as low as humanly pos ooat with a heavy hearh WM «s stirring. My two sailors—great, glori-
rith a piece of paper pinned across it. ,lble. „f thSr Thl Mtle sSt ous- old sailors they were- hoisted the fe road the scribbled words: ld t lower dear long. Pletion of the ni^en The^mtie j sai! TighUy x held the tiUer. Again 
"Now you wear it as long as I have; " . , T „-a,,ih ctiphu- rail J * back wias miaae 'woei<er was the breeZe came. The Liverpool Queen -lth mv lovp and congratulations suffering reader, I would glcxGl> call captain would sit there and steei. . . my lme and congiatmauons, ^ ^ eQd Captain Howe had explained all that, moved out into the nver. 
I wondered what would happen when 
we got the boat in the river. Would 
Captain Howe just sit down in the 
end and expect Grandfather to take 
care of the sails? I thought of Grand­
father's fist. He had thrown the Chi­
nese cook overboard. He had whipped 
two big Swede sailors at one time. 
He had a gun, too. I had seen it. 
But still I didn't want Grandfather to 
make Captain Howe do all the work. 
Try as I would, I couldn't seem to 
settle the problem. Every day I was 
reminded afresh of the situation. 
"Hello, Bob," I was greeted, "how is 
the boat coming?" 
"Who is going to be captain—your 
Grandfather or Captain Howe?" 
"Well, is your Grandfather going to 
be Captain at last?" 
Every day the boat was a little near­
er completion. Every day I was more 
and more worried about the question 
of captaincy. 
At last the Liverpool Queen was 
completed. Painted a dark green, with 
short mast and sail she was the pride 
of our hearts, Grandfather, Captain 
Howe, and myself. 
The afternoon she was to be launch­
ed a crowd of men and boys was on 
hand. Willing hands lifted the boat 
into the liveryman's wagon. A crowd 
of my shouting friends accompanied 
us down to the river. Frightened at 
the prospect of Grandfather and Cap­
tain Howe coming to blows, I, never­
theless, could hardly wait until we 
came in sight of the river. Again 
willing hands lifted the boat into the 
water. Not a drop of water came 
through. She floated as easily as a 
swan and looked every bit as proud. 
It was time to get in. Captain 
Howe carefully lifted his sore knee 
over the side. He would sit back I 
was sure. No, he moved up to the 
front. Was he just inspecting the 
boat? Grandfather climbed in. Cap­
tain Howe was now looking at the 
water. He looked back at Grand­
father. Now there would be trouble. 
They would come to blows. Perhaps 
Grandfather would throw the Captain 
out. Perhaps the Captain had a gun. 
I held my breath. 
Both old sailors looked at me. 
"Get in, Bobby," they shouted. 
I hopped in! 
"Sit in the back and hold the tiller 
productive. I learned during a recent 
:rip through there thai my beliefs were ' 
not founded upon fact. Parts of your 
country, Neva, are very attractive. I'll 
surely think of some of its beautiful -
scenery instead of only its divorce' 
courts. Someone once told me that 
only divorce lawyers and gamblers liv­
ed there. I think it is disgusting that 
such fallacies should circulate among 
thinking people." 
"You have explained what you 
thought about some of us. Won't you 
tell us something about your own 
home?" asked Flory Dah. 
"My home is as far north as Ida 
Hoe's home, but I believe our winters 
might be thought to be colder. Our 
summers are warm with a compara­
tively even heat, due to the moderat­
ing agency of the many lakes. We 
have none of the daytime fogs which 
you have near your home, Miss For-
nia. I think our summer evenings 
are more comfortably warm than are 
your evenings because we are not as 
close to the sea as you are. You, Miss 
Flory Dah, who have the Seminole 
Indians living near you, might be in­
terested to know that the Indians liv­
ing near us belong chiefly to the Chip­
pewa tribe. They enjoy living near 
the lakes and streams." 
"What foodstuffs and other mater­
ials do you produce?" asked Cally 
Fornia again. 
"Our chief industry is agriculture. 
Perhaps you know that we live in what 
is known as the "Bread Basket of the 
World." Our products, such as pota­
toes, sugar beets, grains and dairy 
products provide food for many peo­
ple. As to our own foods, we have 
practically the same as you have, be­
cause we import various products from 
other parts of the country to supple­
ment our own products." 
"As I see it, there is very little dif­
ference between the people of your 
community and the people of our 
communities," said Cally. "I want to 
visit there as soon as it is possible 
for me to do so." 
"I plan to visit there before veify 
long," said Miss Utah. "I want to 
see the beautiful rolling hills, the 
woodland scenes, and the thousands of 
lakes that Minnie has been telling me 
about. I am anxious to go swimming 
in some of the cool lakes that she 
has been describing. I am sure they 
will be very different from our hot 
water pools." 
"Although, at times, we do not seem 
to be conscious of it," said Minnie 
Sota, "we seem to be bound together 
by a strong bond of fellowship. In 
telling you about my home I hope that 
I have made some things clearer to 
you than they were before, just as 
my visit with you has removed many 
of the false impressions that I had 
about your homes. Perhaps this meet­
ing will bring about a better under­
standing of the lives of our neighbors. 
No doubt, we should all try to visit 
them more frequently in order to pre­
vent the expression of these fallacies 
in the future." As she finished speak­
ing the ladies murmured their ap­
proval of her suggestions. 
At this time the hostesses served a 
luncheon consisting chiefly of dishes 
made of the fruits of their orchard 
and garden. A feeling of mellow 
friendship seemed to pervade the at­
mosphere while they partook of this 
appropriate food. The afternoon pass­
ed swiftly. The ladies reluctantly left 
as they wished to prolong their visit 
with the guest as long as possible. 
Perhaps the ladies' thoughts were ex­
pressed by Arey Zona who said just 
as she was leaving, "Miss Sota, I sairi 
before you came that I thought you 
must be a very funny person. I have 
surely changed my mind. I think I 
should be the one to be called funny 
because I had so many foolish thoughts 
about you." 
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ANTIQUES 
B.v Frances Reeder 
Our family had finally decided that 
because of the depression, the filled 
attic, and the novelty of the idea, 
we would get rid of all our old and 
useless things via an auction sale. We 
had noticed that auctions had reached 
the realm of popularity in our town, 
and families of the highest repute were 
disposing of their "junk" in this way 
Mother had been loathe to part with 
the things at first, but Dad had be­
come disgusted with all the old stuff 
that cluttered up the house, and he 
persuaded her to get rid of some of 
it. 
So one evening the three of us 
marched into the land of forgotten 
furniture—the attic—feeling somewhat 
like soldiers about to invade the en­
emy's camp. The enemy in this case 
was our traditional sentiments regard­
ing things which our great-great-great 
grandfathers had entrusted to the 
family care. 
The fonnidable air of the attic was 
enough to dampen the spirits of any 
would-be auction holders — but, we 
had made up our minds. 
• We found everything from lacy 
gloves (made lacier by moths) to large 
imposing beds which some one or 
other's cousin had owned, and which 
some great politician or other had 
slept in over night! 
Dad fell over an old broken um­
brella which Mother had kept, as it 
was her first one. Dad grunted, "Now. 
Mother, what on earth is this good 
for? It's just cluttering up the house, 
waiting for somebody to come along 
and break his fool neck." 
"But, John, I've kept it for senti­
mental reasons. You know that it isn't 
the article so much, as what it signi­
fies." 
"Oh, sentiment!! I'll get you a new 
umbrella. This idea of keeping old 
things just because they have some 
sort of history—now look at this." Dad 
held up an object with a grimace. 
"Now. this old tea pot. it's minus a 
handle, and part of the cover is gone 
—the only thing it's good for is to 
house spiders and dirt." 
So for some time Mother and I 
would drag out things which we wish­
ed to keep—only to find that it wasn't 
worth the space it occupied—as far as 
Dad could see. 
Finally, we had the collection all to­
gether, an old hall tree — without 
paint and limping on only three legs, 
a beautifully colored, cracked wash 
bowl which would never hold water 
again, a rickety old table with marble 
top, foot stools, old-fashioned shoes, a 
fur neckpiece which looked suspicious­
ly like the animals which howl on 
our fence at night, and innumerable 
other odds and ends. Mother did 
manage to save the family album! 
The auctioneer was called, and the 
next day he came and carried away 
the "stuff." We were almost ashamed 
to present such old articles to him 
However, he said he wouldn't have any 
trouble selling it. 
We decided to go to the Auction 
the next day, and lo and behold, were 
astounded at the transformation of 
our "junk" into highly valuable rel­
ics! 
Along one wall was a large glass 
showcase lined with black velvet, and 
placed in this imposing background 
were the old teapot and the flowered 
wash bowl. They both had acquired 
a distinct splendor in their new set­
ting. 
The old hall tree stood upright and 
shiny (this change had been wrought 
by a borrowed leg and a coat of paint!) 
The other articles were placed around 
the room in advantageously placed 
cases. There was no doubt about it, 
clothes certainly make the man, and 
decorations made our junk—valuable 
antiques! 
We stood there with mouths agape, 
listening to the raucous voice of the 
auctioneer. 
"Come closer, ladies and gentlemen, 
a bit closer, so that you may examine 
this beautiful fur neckpiece, which 
was made from the pelts of the same 
animals that is now worn by the 
Queen Bla Bla of Ar g." (I 
couldn't make out the name—which 
the auctioneer didn't intend to be 
"made out.") "How much am I of­
fered? You say fifty dollars—and you 
say one hundred? That's better, now 
your're wanning up! And the man in 
the corner raises it to one hundred 
and ten dollars. Any one else? Going 
—going—going—gone!" 
Mother gasped. "Why the old thing 
only cost fifteen dollars when it was 
new!" 
The perspiring auctioneer next 
brought forth the old teapot. I was 
afraid the crowd would laugh wher. 
they saw it, but not a ripple was heard 
"And here, ladies and gentlemen, is 
something which you have always 
wanted, always hoped for, and never | 
able to get. Here is the teapot out 
of which more English kings and 
queens have had their tea than any 
other of its kind on earth. It wili 
be a prized possession in any home. 
What am I offered? The lady in the 
black dress says ten dollars—why, that ] 
wouldn't even pay for the tea thai 
has been in it. Do I hear thirty dol­
lars?" 
At this stage, Mother and I were 
forced to leave as we were late for 
a party. Dad. however, stayed. The 
hoarse voice of the auctioneer follow­
ed us out. "Who said fifty dollars? 
Yes sir, you won't regret it—the kings 
and queens " 
* * * * *  
When mother and I returned home, 
we found Dad already there. The 
first thing we noticed was the old hall 
tree. Then I looked about the room 
and placed in conspicuous places I 
saw the rickety table with the marble 
top. the old umbrella, and the tea 
pot! 
Mother looked first at Dad and then 
at the various articles, then she stam­
mered. "But, John, didn't the auction­
eer sell them? He was—he was doing 
so well when we left—I don't see—" 
Dad laughed rather shamefacedly 
and said, "Well, Margie, I bought 'em 
all back. You see, I hated to see such 
good bargains go by. These things 
are real famous—take that teapot for 
instance. We've got plenty of room— 
and besides it's the sentiment con­
nected with 'em!" 
Dormitory Dining Hall 
(Continued from page 5) 
"Now you two college professors who 
have been enlightening us on the 
great failings and shortcomings of 
the American Education System," 
said Bob with a grin, "will you two 
please inform your humble listeners 
how all this can be changed and ev­
erything made perfect?" 
"I thought so," said John, looking 
at me. "They would end up with 
that. I have a few ideas, however, 
about the pre-college career " 
"Good," I added, "I have a few 
thoughts about college." 
"To begin with," began John, "the 
purpose of at least twelve years of 
education is for the purpose of giving 
the student fundamentals. Perhaps it 
should not take that long, I don't be­
lieve it should; however, that is still 
in our plan. In other words, the pur­
pose of this part of our education is 
to give you tools. Tools to do actual 
work with, and not for appearance's 
sake. All those old tools, reading, 
writing, arithmetic and the others. The 
pupil must be made to realize that 
they are tools. 
"Now I believe that we have been 
handing out toys instead of tools. Toys 
can never take the place of tools nor 
should we attempt to make the stu­
dent think that a tool is only a toy. 
We haven't been given tools. We must. 
I don't believe we have time for unit 
plans or projects. Perhaps we have 
time for Morrison plans or child in­
terests, I don't know. These funda­
mentals must be mastered. They must 
be drilled into the student through 
hard work and not through attempts 
to give it under cover of a sugar-
coated pill. They must be mastered 
and mastered well. If you under­
stand my point I will let Will con­
tinue." 
"Now, when that point comes," I 
said, "and students like that come to 
college, I want to be on hand to greet 
them. I want to say, 'congratulations, 
young men and women. You are for­
tunate, indeed. You are about to start 
on the most enjoyable time of your 
life'." 
"Now you are going to use your 
tools for a real purpose. Your tools 
are good and you know that. They 
fit easily into your hands because you 
are familiar with them. They are 
sharp because good care has been giv­
en them. They are reliable because 
they have been proven by time and 
use. Now get busy and' use them. 
Forget the old idea that the aim of the 
college is to get a degree. Don't be 
like the old college student who went 
to class only because he had to and 
would cut every class that was pos­
sible. Realize that education is your 
own problem and no other person's. 
Remember that you will not be able | 
to deceive yourself. Forget about the 
old idea of getting by and remember 
you are here only for what you can 
achieve. What you can achieve i 
through the use of your tools is your 1 
own. No one can take it from you. 
"Now get busy. Work! Study! Learn j 
and Serve!" 
I finished just as seven last sips 
of coffee were taken and we left the 
table to resume our work. 
For Service—STOP 
at the Texaco Oil Station 
Firestone Tires 
L. SOUERS, Prop. 
719 First Avenue So. 
SMITH MOTOR CO. 
"SMITH'S SERVICE SATISFIES" 
Distributors for 
Hupmobile - De Soto - Plymouth 
Day & Night Service Phone 855 
Phone: Off. 854-W Res. 854-R 
Dr. J. H. Sandness 
Dentist 
American State Bank Bldg. 
Moorhead - - - Minnesota 
Wold Drug Co. 
Better Drug- Store 
Service 
720 Center Avenue - MOORHEAD 
The present college girl is a well-
balanced picture of courtesy, enthusi­
asm, cheerfulness and courage, ac­





Suits or Plain Dresses 
All Work Guaranteed 
Milton Hollister, Campus Agent 
A M E R I C A N  
^ CLEANERS 
MOORHEAD 
STOP AT THE 
College Barber Shop 
A. B. Ramstad—Prop. 
Zetterberg Grocery— 
Tlie Home of the famous 
Zetterberg- Superb Coffee 
19 Fourth Street North, Moorhead 
Receipts of the National Intercol­
legiate Swimming meet held recently 
at Ohio State University were approx­
imately $1,200. 
Off. Phone 778 Res. 2944 
Dr. H. D. Rostad 
Dentist 
Room 6, Gletne Block 
Moorhead - - Minnesota 
K O D A K  F I L M S  
and 
QUALITY PORTRAITS 




Special attention given to 
porcelain jackets 
American State Bank Building 
Phone 700 Moorhead 
A. T. NELSON 
Groceries - Fruits - Candies 
610 Center Avenue 
MOORHEAD - - Minnesota 
WELCOME 
M. S. T. C. Students 
Johnson's Pharmacy 
"WHERE YOU WAIT FOR 
YOUR STREET CAR" 
First National Bank Building 
BRITT'S GROCERY 
and MARKET 
Staple and Fancy Groceries 
Fresh Meats 
Candy and Fruit 
Magazines - Stamps 
Street car stops at the door 
1012 Seventh Avenue South 
"The Store of Friendly 
Personal Service" 
The StettOlC Store 
Moorhead Drug Co. 
A. S. SIGURDSON, Owner 
WHAT ARE SCHOOL DAYS WITHOUT FLOWERS ? 
"You'll Appreciate Those You Get Here. 
"BRIGGS BEAUTIFUL BLOSSOMS" 
MOORHEAD, Phone 762 MINNESOTA 
N E U B A R T H ' S  
WATCHES — DIAMONDS — JEWELRY 
Bring Us That Next Repair Job 
MOORHEAD, MINN. The City Hall is across the street 





619 1st Ave. So. - MOORHEAD 
For a VISIT, a LUNCH or a MEAL 
Meet at 
THE BLUEBIRD COFFEE SHOP 
E. M. PEDERSON L. A. BENSON 
618 Center Ave., Moorhead, Minnesota 
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS 
Appreciate the Value of a Bank 
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS appreciate the value of a 
banking connection. Why not take advantage of the com­
plete facilities in this strong institution while you are a 
student in the State Teachers College? The financial ser­
vices of this bank, strengthened by our affiliation with the 
Northwest Bancorporation, make an account with us a valu­
able asset wherever you may locate in the Northwest. 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
Moorhead, Minnesota 
Affiliated with Northwest Bancorporation 
Our Dormitories Use 
LAND 0' LAKES 
SWEET CREAM BUTTER 
Welcome Alumni and Students 
THE GOLDEN MAID 
68 North Broadway FARGO 
FAIRMONT'S BETTER FOOD PRODUCTS 
Assure You of FINE QUALITY— 
They are used in your dining room and are for sale by 
all the leading dealers 
Ask for the FAIRMONT brand when buying milk, crearn, 
butter, cheese, eggs, ice cream. 
The Fairmont Creamery Company 
DANCE TOMORROW NIGHT 
THE CRYSTAL 
PLAYING—JACK CRAWFORD 
The "Clown" Prince of Music 
FARGO'S BETTER BALLROOMS 
THE AVALON 
PLAYING—THE HILT, BILLIES 
The Western Mistic April 27, 1934 
Varsity Wind Up Grid 
Season With Victory 
Over Alumni Eleven 
Julicu BJerkness Placekieks FI-
nal Three Points For Hard 
Fought 9-7 Win 
Sunday, May 6— 
'George White's Scandals' 
Girls! Dances! Songs! 
With a Superb Cast of Stars! Week night shows at 7 and 9 
Bargain prices 10c A 15c 
WARREN WILLIAM 
in "Bedside" 
With Jean Muir 
Dragon Track Team Will 
Take Part in 'U' Event 
With Co-captain Julien BJerkness 
placekicking the final three points be­
tween the uprights, the Dragon Var­
sity eleven would up their spring foot­
ball campaign yesterday afternoon with 
a 9-7 victory over the Alumni team, 
composed of former Dragon stars and 
grtddere who will graduate in June. 
The Alumni drew first blood when 
Bailey scored on a fifteen-yard pass 
from Bill Robinson, who had previous­
ly Intercepted the ball and carried it 
forty yards Into scoring position. The 
extra point was converted when Mat-
son received a pass from Robinson. 
The half ended with the score remain­
ing at 7-0. 
In the third period, Co-captain Joe 
Edlund found a hole through the line 
and galloped fifty yards to score for 
the Varsity. BJerkness- try for the 
extra point was blocked by Bailey, 
leaving the Varsity on the short end 
of a 7-8 score. 
Place Kick Wins 
After the ball had passed up and 
down the field a few times, the Var­
sity, failing to gain any ground, fi­
nally place kicked the goal that de­
cided the battle. 
Hoi lister and Robinson gave a nice 
demonstration of punting, with Robin­
son "foxing" the Varsity with several 
well-placed kicks. Both teams gather­
ed ten first downs. For the Dragon 
regulars. Holllster was the outstanding 
man in the backfield, with Edlund 
doing a nice Job of running and block­
ing. Robinson in the backfield and 
Bailey In the line were stellar per­
formers of the Alumni, who displayed 
a spirit and fight which nearly car­
ried them to victory. 
Affiliated School Play 
Day Is Set For May 11 
One Hundred Sixty Children 
Will Participate In Annual 
Play Festivities 
On Friday, May 11, the College will 
witness the annual Play Day festivi­
ties of one hundred sixty school chil­
dren and their parents from the af­
filiated schools. This year the parti­
cipants in all sports will enter on a 
non-competitive basis. Groups from 
all of the schools will be mixed in each 
event. Winners of the events will be 
eligible to participate in the Clay t 
County Play Day to be held on the n  . J )  ] t V nnnn O f f i c e r  S 
C a m p u s  t h e  l a t t e r  p a r t  o f  J u n e .  ' S I  L f e l t a  A  d p  p a  U l l l C t  
Men of the Playground Management Are Elected Wednesday 
class have charge of the activities. 
From 10 to 12 a. m. Friday there will Wednesday at its weekly meet 
be a pageant to which all the schools ^ the pgj Kappa sorority re 
On May 19 Coach Nemzek will take 
his track team to the University of 
North Dakota, where the Dragons will 
participate in a general field meet 
which will have entrants from nearly 
all the North Dakota colleges. 
After several showers that have 
packed the Dragon cinder paths, the 
track is in excellent condition for 
Coach Nemzek's tracksters to break 
many of the old records. Last week 
the Dragon relay team placed second 
in the mile medley at the Aberdeen 
Relays. Yankton walked off with first 
prize in this event. 
Visitors will 
the Campus 
will make contributions, 
be taken on a tour of 
later in the day. 
For the last six years the affiliated 
schools have held their play days on 
the Campus. Students of the Col­
lege have taken much interest in these 
activities, for, aside from enjoying the 
events for themselves, they have gain­
ed information which will be of help 
to them in conducting their own play 
day activities. 
Pi Delta Sigma Dinner 
To Be Given Next Week 
Pi Delta Sigma, organization of in­
termediate grade teachers, is giving a 
dinner Thursday, May 10, at 6:15 
o'clock in Cornstock HaU Dining Room. 
President and Mrs. MacLean and Miss 
Lommen will be honored guests. About 
forty members and Miss Loudon, in­
termediate grade principal, and Misses 
Undseth. Carlson, and Sorkness, su­
pervisors. will attend. 
MRS. KISE IS GUEST ARTIST 
AT THIEF RIVER 
ing,  Psi Delta a a sorority re­
elected Miss Heston as directoress and 
formally installed the following offi­
cers after the election: Frances Ol­
son, Fargo, president; Naomi Vinette, 
Escanaba, Michigan, vice president; 
Norma Larson, Moorhead, treasurer; 
Marion Johnson, Harwood, N. D., cor­
responding secretary; Rachel Aske-
gaard, Comstock, lentdlng secretary; 
Mildred Caspoison Wok*it I, If. D., 
rushing captain Mai tone Fields, Far­
go, inter-sorority coinwil representa­
tive; and A dele Osmond, Moorhead 
jchairm.in >f pledging and initiation 
RECITAL services. 
Plans for the sorority's spring for-
Mrs. Joseph Kise was guest artist nlal were discussed and committees 
. „ , w , were appointed. Harriet Haggerty, at a piano recital given by Mrs. Thel- I 
ma Holm Erickson Monday evening 
at Thief River Falls. Mrs. Erickson 
is a daughter of Mike Holm, the Sec­
retary of State. 
Mrs. Kise sang two groups of vocal 
solos. She was accompanied at the 
piano by Mrs. Stanley Cowan. 
Aberdeen, S. D„ was appointed gen­
eral chairman for the party. 
Junior Class To Give Tea 
The Junior Class will be hosts to 
the Senior Class at a tea to be held 
in Ingleside on Cap and Gown Day 
May 9, from 4 to 5 o'clock. All Se 
niors are invited to attend. 
Complete modernization of all ele­
vators in residence halls at Columbia 
University will be undertaken soon at 




Again we bid you Welcome 
to Moorhead—Your 45th 
Year—Our 61st. 
We have served you through 
all these years—We shall 
be pleased to continue 
this service. 
Call on Us for Anything 
At Anytime. 
Mackalls Drug Store 
510 Center Ave 
Moorhead 
Standard Cleaning 
— at — 
"ECONOMY PRICES" 
Carry and Save 
Bon Valet Cleaners 
924 1st Ave. So. : MOORHEAD 
Dress Up 
F o r  




$14  95  14 
The Store for College Men 
Northern Lights 
* • • 
Well, there is loud talk and high 
sounding prattle that will be music 
to the ears of Alex Nemzek, the 
dignified boxing commissioner. 
• • • 
The potion that this gentleman 
is mixing up for the rest of the 
Conference track teams will be 
harder for them to swallow than 
an oversized liver pill. 
* * » 
Three weeks ago you could guess 
without the aid of an ouija board 
that the Dragon track chances were 
rather small. 
• * * 
But at the Aberdeen relays last 
week "Sliv's" boys made the natives 
think that the Dragon relay team 
were the outstanding jig-saw puzzle 
of the track and field world. 
• • • 
Louisville Slugger Baseball Bats, 
$1.75 each. 
Baseball Gloves, $2.70 each. 
Baseball Shoes, $2.75 per pair and 
up. 
Tennis Balls, 20c each 
Golf Balis, 25c each. 
N O R T H E R N  
SCHOOL SUPPLY CO. 
Meyers, Vinette Score 
Victories In Baseball 
Ann Meyers' baseball team won a 
12-8 victory over the College High 
team last Monday afternoon. Both 
teams played good games, keeping the 
score fairly close up to the last in­
ning. On Wednesday Ydstie's team 
also triumphed over the College -High 
with a score of 22-2. Ydstie was the 
outstanding player of this game. 
The last two games of this tourna­
ment will be played next week, one 
between the College High and Olson 
on Monday, the other between College 
High and Vinette on Wednesday. 
Ydstie's team ranks highest in the 
tournament so far, having won every 
game played. 
ERNEST PEDERSON OPTOMETRIST 
Moorhead Laundry 
120 5th St. No. Phone 1213 
Free Repairing 
One Day Service 
Company F Military Ball 
To Be Held Monday Eve 
The annual military ball of Com­
pany F, National Guard unit captain­
ed by Mr. A. J. Nemzek, will be held 
Monday evening in the Armory, ac­
cording to an announcement made by 
Russell Monson, who is in charge of 
arrangements. 
Lieutenant and Mrs. Don Gates will 
lead the grand march which is to 
start at 9 p. m. Captain and Mrs. 
Nemzek will head the delegation in the 
reviewing stand. Assisting Monson in 
making arrangements are Wayne 
Stephens, George Meyers, Frank Mar-
coneri, Evard Serbin, and Willard 
Burke. 
Woman is the stronger sex, Mary 
Sydney Branch, of Western College, 
claims in a recent book published by 
the University of Chicago press. 
FARGO JEWELRY MFG. CO. 
Wimmer's 
School Emblems. Medals, Trophies 
Phone 2499 Z'.i Broadway 
Fancy Cheese & Sausage 
For that Dutch Lunch 
QUALITY MEATS 
ZERVAS MARKET 
612 Center Avenue 
DR. F. A. DR. J W. 
THYSELL — DUNCAN 
Phone 3578-R Phone 5066 
Physicians & Surgeons 





$ 1ft.50 19 
Others at 
$22.50 
See them First 
Before You Buy! 
HUB CLOTHING CO. 
Moorhead 
8th St. and N. P. Ave. Fargo 
G I F T S  
For Graduates 
WHBK you're trying to de­
cide "What to Give," we sug­
gest that you "drop in" and 
look over Martinson's collection 
of lovely jewelry, silver and 
gift ware. 
There are literally hundreds 
of things of unusual interest, 
value and charm. A fine 
watch, a crystal necklace, a 
pair of boudoir lamps, a be­
ginning piece for her Sterling 
Silver service, a pair of silver 
cuff links, a lovely pottery 
flower bowl, a quaint Russian 
laquer box, a floral compact, 
a silver or French enamel 
dresser set. Whether you pay 
50c -or $50, your selection here 
will gratify now and even 
through future years, the de­




W. G. W00DWARI) CO.mc-
"EVERYTHING TO WEAR" 
Dry Goods, Clothing, Shoes, Ladies' and Gents' 
Furnishings, Millinery, Notions, Etc. 
MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA 
Skirt  Blouse —- Sweater  
A Campus Wardrobe 
That's the formula that will 
give you a variety of smart­
ness for classroom and all-
round wear. There are pos­
sibilities galore for pretend­
ing that you own more 
clothes than you really do. 
Crispy Blouses 
$1.29 
When you see them, 
you'll want a whole 
handful! They're 
magic "freshener-up-
ers." Choose a beruffed 
and then a tailored shirt­
waist—a dot, a stripe, a plaid 
or a plain color. Other cot­
ton blouses at $1.98. 
Be  t he  F i r s t  t o  Wea r  1  he m  
With A 
White Skirt! 
Take Your Pick: 
Washable corduroy, waffle weave, 
pique, linen, or flannel. It will be 
the foundation of your summer 
sportswear. Combine it with any 
color under the sun. Pleated styles 
and wraparounds, $1.98 and $2.98. 
one, 
Fashion Floor 
And For Variety— 
A Lacey Sweater 
$2.59 
You'll find loads of them on Fash­
ion Floor. Exquisite knits, as 
light in weight as blouses. De­
lectable tel shades. Soft, sum­
mery nev.-fines and clever trim­
ming. Puff or cape sleeves. Man­
nish styles, too, for those who 
"look the type." 
BLACK'S 
FARGO 
